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SUMMARY

This report describes the implementation of a so called loopfilter.

This circuit is part of a larger circuit (system) that is intended to

convert analog signals (speach) into a digital code for an Integrated

Services Digital Network (ISDN). Within this system the filter has the

task of improving the system performance.

The required transfer function was already determined but the complete

implementation had still to be done. Starting from considering a gene

ral filter circuit, several circuits are examined for their proper

ties. This leads to a certain loopfilter circuit which is considered

in more detail. By analysis of the performance, adjustment (and read

justment) of the circuit and verification of the result by means of

computer simulations, finally an Ie-layout for the circuit is ob

tained.

After the integrated circuit has been fabricated it will appear

whether the circuit performs accordingly to the simulations. By

measurements the performance can be checked and the specifications of

the circuit can be obtained.
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION

This master thesis report covers the work I have done from September

1988 till June 1989 at the department of Electrical Engineering of the

Eindhoven University of Technology (Electronic Circuit Design Group).

One of the subjects that is being worked on in this group is the ISDN

coder-decoder chip. This is a system that is intended to convert ana

log signals into digital data (the coding). this in order to transmit

the signal across an ISDN-network (a kind of digital cOllllllUIlication

link). At the receiver the signal can be reconstructed (decoded).

This project is carried out by several students. Each of them works on

a part of the total circuit. The part of the system that is treated in

this report is the so called loopfilter.

First the coder-decoder system is discussed in general (Chapter 2).

After that. the synthesis of the loopfilter is treated . Possible cir

cuit topologies are examined (Chapter 3 and further). This leads to a

certain choice for the filter circuit. This circuit is further

analyzed and adjusted before a layout is ..de in order to integrate

the filter (Chapter 6 and 7).

1



Chapter 2 TI£ SLOPE ADAPTIVE DELTA MODU.ATOR

2.1 INTRODUCTION

1The purpose of the so called 'ISDN-chip' is to convert an analog sig-

nal (music or speech) into a digital signal which is suitable to be

processed by an Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN). By means

of a standardized communication protocol the digital code is transmit

ted across an ISDN-link. The receiver converts the signal back to ob

tain the analog data again. (How this is done will be explained brief

ly later on.)

The functioning of the ISDN-chip is based on the method of Slope Adap

tive Delta Modulation (SADK; [1]. [2] and [3] can serve as further

reference on the subject of slope adaptive delta modulation).

The present system is designed for a bandwidth of 4 kHz so the main

application of the circuit will be the conversion of speech-signals.

In principle it should be possible to process .usic as well (bandwidth

15 kHz ••• 20 kHz) with a system like this (redesigning it) but for the

present system we work with an analog-signal bandwidth of 4 kHz.

The actual modulator consists of a feedback loop, as can be seen in

Figure 1 on the next page. The loop consists of • mixer. a loop

filter, an A/D-converter, an accumulator and aD/A-converter.

1
8~rlc~ly .peak1Da. the ..,.~.. tba~ i. ~eat.4 bere iaD'~ aD 1BDI clr-

cul~. IIowever. becauae U i. iDt.aDded to .apport aD IIDI'"DeWodt, _

apeak of the 'ISDB-cb1p' •
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- the slope adaptive delta modulator -------------
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Figure 1: The slope adaptive delta modulator.

After passing the anti-aliasing filter, the (now band limited) signal

is fed to the aixer. At the inverting input of the aixer, there is a

signal present that is the quantized version of the input-signal at

the previous sample time. The difference between these two signals

(the error signal) passes the loopfilter and is subsequently converted

to a digital code by the A/D-converter. This is the code that is

transmitted by the ISDN-network. The loopfllter is added to improve

3



- the slope adaptIve delta modulator ---------------

the loop performance (optimization of the loop transfer with respect

to noise behavior and stability2: in [11] the improvement of the loop

transfer due to the loopfilter is shown).

The output code of the A/D-converter is also fed to the accumulator

and from there to the D/A-converter. The accumulator adds all

'difference-codes' (delta's) of the successive periods and the D/A

converter translates the sum of the delta's to an analog voltage. So

the signal at the inverting input of the mixer is a quantized version

of the input signal of the previous period, as was stated before.

It has to be noted that this only holds for situations where the input

signal of the system just varies slowly. In this case the system is

able to follow the input.

In the case of a very fast varying input signal (high frequency and/or

large amplitude of this signal), slope overload may occur: the system

isn't able to follow the variations of the input signal anymore. In

this situation, the output of the D/A-converter won't represent a

quantized and delayed version of the input anymore, this in order to

cancel out the difference between the two mixer inputs quickly. Due to

this difference the output of the mixer is large in value. This error

signal passes the loopfilter (integrating function), the A/D

converter, accumulator (also integrating), the D/A-converter and

reaches the mixer again (one clock cycle later). In this way the error

signal is reduced.

2
tbe u will be

4



- the slope adaptive delta modulator ---------------

The feedback loop tries to equalize both inputs of the aixer. Because

of the integrating functioning of the accumulator, the digital output

signal of the circuit is related to the derivative (with respect to

time) of the output signal of the anti-aliasing filter. This explains

the name 'Delta Modulator'.

Because the A/D-converter has an exponential behavior, the delta modu

lator is ' Slope Adaptive'. This exponential behavior consists of

adding larger values to the contents of the accumulator if the input

signal changes faster and decreasing the step size when the input

changes become slower.

Each circuit of the system takes some time to provide a valid output

signal. A circuit can only , start' when the previous circuit is ready.
1The total time for one cycle is determined on 15.625 ps (/<64 tBa»;

when one cycle is finished, each circuit has performed its task once.

The code that is generated by the A/D-converter is, after having been

transmitted across the ISDN-link, reconstructed at the receiver (see

Figure 2 on the next page). The digital code is fed to an accumulator

and a D/A-converter. These two circuits are similar to those which are

present at the transmitter. So the output of the D/A-converter of the

decoder is exactly the same as the output of the D/A-converter of the

encoder (assuming the ISDN-network transmits the code correctly and

also assuming identical accumulators and D/A-converters). Because the

output of the D/A-converter isn't valid during the whole period, a

sample and hold device is added to the system. Finally the signal is

led through a so called postfilter. This filter has a double function:

de-emphasizing and smoothing of the output of the sample/hold.

In both parts of the total system (coder and decoder), one part is

still not mentioned: the control circuit. The control logic provides

the various signals that are necessary to control the circuits of the

5



- the .lope adaptive delta modulator -------------

system (timing of the SADK).

It will be clear that the decoder part 81so requires 8 control

circuit. It depends on the implementation of the postfilter whether

the decoder control logic must provide timing signals to this filter

or not •

9
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Figure 2: Transmission and decoding.
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-- the _lope .daptive delta modulator ---------------

2.2 OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM

In this section the components of the encoder are discussed briefly.

References are given for a more elaborate treatment of these circuits.

It has to be said that not all of the circuits are already fully

determined: there still is some room for adapting or changing certain

(parts of the) circuits. The same applies to the timing of the system.

o ANTI-ALIASING FILTER AND PIlE-EMPHASIS FILTER 0

function: - limiting the bandwidth of the input signal to prevent

aliasing in the modulator;

- some noise reduction;

- buffering;

- pre-emphasizing the frequency spectrum of the input

signal;

realization: - (anti-aliasing filter :) combination of a first order

time continuous filter and a first order switched

capacitor filter (two phase clock circuit; 256 kHz);

- (pre-emphasis filter :) not yet implemented;

reference: - [4].

o JIID:R 0

function: - subtracting the output signal of the D/A-converter from

the output signal of the anti-aliasing filter;

realization: - in the loopfilter by adding an additional input circuit

to the filter;

reference: - this report.

7



-- the slope adaptIve delta modulator ---------------

o LOOPFILTER 0

functIon: - modification of the transfer function of the feedback

loop with respect to stability and quantisation noise;

realIzatIon: - switched capacitor (two phase clock circuit; 64 kHz);

cOl11llJents: - The circuit is inverting (for both inputs) so the

mixer-loopfilter combination adds two signals and

inverts the result inatead of subtracting them of each

other. However, this can easily be corrected in one of

the other loop circuits: an odd number of them has to

be inverting;

reference: - this report.

o AID-CONVERTER 0

functIon: - converting the output signal of the 100pfUter into

a digital code which represents a sample of the slope

of the input of the SADK;

realIzatIon: - exponential AID-converter (suppose the analog voltage

becomes twice as large; this results in an increase of

the digital code with one bit); 8 bits;

one LSB equals 12 mV;

references: - The first work that 1s done on the AID-converter is

described 1n [5]; 1n [6] a comparator for the AID

converter conaidered. In [7] a new approach 1s

mentioned and [8] describes the latest work that 1s

done on the AID-converter.

8



- the slope adaptIve delta modulator ---------------

o ACCUHULAToa 0

functIon:

realIzatIon:

reference:

- integration of the digital difference-codes:

- two's complement code: 12 bits: 10 bit8 for the

(absolute) value, one for the sign and one to introduce

leak (this in order to slowly forget the past: because

the decoder isn't a feedback system errors may cause

permanent errors in the output signal of the decoder);

- [9].

o D/A-CONVER.TEB. 0

function: - converting the contents of the accumulator to a

corresponding analog voltage:

realIzatIon: - D/A-converter with C-2C-4C-8C-stages: 8 bits; one LSB

equals 8 mV:

reference: - [10].

reference:

o CONTaOL LOGIC 0

function: - this circuit provides all necessary signals to

control the other circuits;

realization: - four phase clock and a IS-bits shift register; when all

of the SADK-circuits are exactly known. the required

control signals can be obtained from a circuit which is

constructed from these already existing building

blocks:

- [7].

9



It has to be noted that not all of the reports are completely up to

date anymore: changes in the system have been made with respect to the

loop gain and the A/D- and D/A-converter3 specifications. For more

information about these modifications refer to (8). For clearness t

sake the old and new situation are listed below:

old situst10n new s1tust1on

- loop gain of the system:

- # bits of the ADC:

- LSB value of the ADC:

- # bits of the accumulator:

- # bits of the DAC:

- LSB value of the DAC:

3

8

12 mV

12

12

2 mV

2

8

12 mV

8

8

8 mV

3
BBC.forth iDdic.tecl .. ADC r ..pectively DAC.

10



Chapter 3 TI£ LOOPFILTER: POSSIBLE CIRCUITS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter the loopfilter was already discussed briefly.

In this chapter the filter will be treated more specific.

The reason for using a loopfilter in the modulator loop was already

given in § 2.2. In this chapter a start will be made with the analysis

of the filter.

In [11] a transfer function for the loopfilter is derived which is

suitable to improve the transfer function of the entire loop with res

pect to noise and stability.

Instead of repeating the whole derivation of the transfer function, we

will start from the transfer function from [11.]. One should notice,

however, that the filter coefficients are not the result of a calcula

tion that delivers only one set of coefficients: a choice was made out

of an interval for each coefficient of ' good' (and also ' stable' )

values.

Before the transfer function itself is concerned. it has to be decided

how the filter is going to be implemented. The loopfilter also has to

satisfy several requirements in order to function properly within the

SADK.

11



- the loopf!lter: possIble circuits ---------------

3.2 IKPLEKENTATION

Since the filter has to be integrated, a conventional RC filter is out

of the question. This solution requires too ~h space and isn't very

accurate (because of the tolerances of the components), so in fact it

isn't a solution at all.

In [4] several possible ways of realizing a filter in NMOS technology

(this is the technology which is going to be used) are discussed.

Realization with switched capacitors is the IIOSt favorable way to

implement the circuit under discussion. The benefits of switched capa

citor filters are numerous; some of them are listed below.

Properties of switched capacitor filters:

- they require only a small chip area;

the transfer function can easily be changed (shifted) just by

changing the clock frequency;

- the properties of the filter depend on capacitor ratios; because

the tolerances of capacitors on the same chip tend in the same

direction the deviation of these ratios is saaller than the

tolerance of the capacitors (so Be-filters can be quite accurate);

- switched capacitor circuits are low power circuits;

- it is possible to realize switched capacitor filters and digital

circuits on the same chip.

12



-- the loopEllter: possIble cIrcuIts ---------------

3.3 LOOPFILTER REQUIREMENTS

As said, to function properly within the system, the loopfilter has to

satisfy some requirements:

-1- The supply voltage of the filter is +/- 5 Volts;

-2- The time available for the loopfilter is limited: One period lasts
415.625 ps. The ADC will need about 4 ps, the accumulator 1 ps and

the DAC 6 ps so the loopfilter has less than 5 ps to provide a

valid output voltage;

-3- The deviation of the output voltage from the theoretical value

must be smaller than 1 LSB of the ADC (12 mV);

-4- The loopfilter may not occupy more chip area than necessary;

-5- The loopfilter must be able to drive the ADC (capacitive load);

-6- Two phase clock: there is no reason to use a clock with more

phases;

-7- As will appear later on, the actual 'work' is done during the

first clock phase. The other phase is only used to reset the

filter (discharging some of the capacitors). However, care should

be taken that the opamp doesn't saturate during clock phase two,

otherwise inaccuracies may occur;

-8- The filter must have a strays-insensitive topology (more on this

in section 3.4);

-9- And last but not least: the filter has to realize the transfer

function that will be specifified in the next section and should

also provide the mixing function.

4
th. acc...u.ator 18 a1z••~ worklq duriJla 'th. ADC-~~': .ach ~~

added. .....r, af~er of ADC. ace-lator

D.eda abou~ 1 alcro••cODd to f1Il1ab u.. work.
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- the loopfilter: possible circuits ---------------

3.4 THE ORIGINAL SITUATION

[11] ..inly concerned the theoretical analysis of the .ystell. The

transfer functions of the loopfilter and of the postfilter were deri

ved and .olle work was already done on the synthesis of the 100pfl1ter .

The synthesis of the loopfilter will now be picked up again, starting

froll the obtained loopfilter transfer function. The transfer function

resulting froll [11] is as follows:

H(z) z - a- A·--z - b
(1)

1 5with A - 3, a - / and b - 1 being the coefficient values •
4

Now a suitable switched capacitor circuit IlUSt be found to realize

this transfer function. [11] gives two possible circuits. The first of

these two is rejected here because it isn't strays-insensitive (the

requirellents a circuit has to satisfy to be strays-insensitive are

given briefly in Appendix l; for Dore background refer to [12] and

also to [13]; the latter also discusses an extension of the

constraints: the so called extended Hasler restrictions).

SA. will later - .. w.. .aid 2.2),

14



- t:he loopfllter: possible circuits ---------------

The other circuit that is given in [11] is suitable, but there is no

reason to assume that there isn't a better circuit vith respect to the

required chip area, sensitivity for component tolerances, clock feed

through, opamp non-idealities and so on. In the next .ection a start

vill be made to find a circuit that might be better (or equal) to the

circuit of [11] vith respect to the various aspects involved. This

vill finally result in an argumented choice for a certain topology.

15



-- the loopf1lter: possible circuits ---------------

3.5 CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

In order to trace one or more circuits that are possible better than

the second circuit from [lll, the most general filter circuit (with

one opamp) is examined (see Figure 3). The filter circuit can be divi

ded into two sub circuits: the input circuit and the circuit around

the opamp (Figure 3: the two parts are divided by the dashed Une).

nput output

Figure 3: The general svitched capacitor f1lter.

16



-- the loopEllter: poss1ble c1rcu1ts ---------------

Notice that there is only one input circuit present in F1gure 3

because it is not necessary to add the circuitry for the second input

(for the mixer function of the loopfilter) at this time already. Also

notice that in the input circuit an unswitched capacitor (a capacitor

without switches around it) is omitted. This simplification of the

circuit is allowed without losing generality because the unswitched

capacitor can be constructed out of a combination of (four of) the

switched capacitors. Some other possible input topologies (such as for

instance those comparable to C and C • but then having only switches
1 2

on side of the capacitor) don't have to be considered for the same

reason: they don't add new possibilities to the circuit (they just add

branches to the SFG which also can be realized by other input
6

circuits ). This is the reason we speak of 'the most general filter

circuit' (in the beginning of this section), although not an input

topologies are included.

On basis of this circuit, a signal flow graph (SFG) is determined (see

Figure 4; for an explana~ion of determining the SFG froll a switched

capacitor circuit see [14]. From this SFG the transfer functions can

be determined.

6nu. r-rt will bec_ clear aft.er readiq the Dat. puqrapba.
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- the loopEJ.lter: possI.ble circuIts --------------

Notice that the transfer function H (z) will have the same shape as
7 I I

the transfer function H (z) (the SFG is kind of symmetrical with
II II

respect to the horizontal axis). The same is valid for HI II(z) and

HII I(z), but these possibilities are skipped in first instance:
-1/2HI II(z) and HII I(z) both have an extra factor z •

The result is that 'only one' transfer function has to be calculated.

This is done by applying Mason's rule (see for instance [15]); • sum

mary of the calculations is given in AppendJ.x 2).

'11
1 v.I~------......J--~·3:'---_....~--""':.

-11'2-z
(1-Z-1

) ~3

~~--+-----, v.: I
""- -+_", 3

FIgure 4: The general SIgnal FLori Graph.

7
B Ca) 1. tb. "_f.r fUDctiaa ,~, clock JIbu. '.' '&,0' clock•
ph... 'b'.
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-- the loopfJ.lter: possible circuits ---------------

3.6 SEARCHING FOR CIRCUITS

Starting from the circuit of Figure 3, the next step is now to find

circuit topologies with a transfer function that can be aade equal to

equation (1).

Several constraints have to be considered. For instance should there

always be at least one input-branch present because otherwise the cir

cuit would be of no use. In addition, C should always be present in
13

order to provide a constant feedback path for the opamp. It has to be

noted, however, that it is possible to aake a filter without this con

stant feedback capacitor but in such a filter an opamp with a low slew

rate is used (so the non overlapping period of the clock signals is to

short to cause problems). Abandoning the presence-of-C -requirement
13

gives other possible filter topologies but here the choice is aade not

to make the filter more dependent on the opamp as it already is.

Other aspects concern the required chip area. To a certain extend,

circuits with a minimal amount of capacitance and switches are

preferred (because of the required surface). Notice however that the

number of capacitors required is not always proportional to the total

capacitance needed: as can be seen later on (in section 4.2), at least

one circuit exists with a smaller number of capacitors (with two input

circuits) compared to other circuits, but a larger total capacitance.

To minimize the total capacitance is more important than keeping the

number of switches as low as possible, this because the chip area that

is required for a switch (it's common practice to use an enhancement

HOSFET of 6 pm x 6 pm) is much smaller than the area needed for an

average capacitor.

19



- the loopfllter: posslble clrcults ---------------

But there are more aspects. Circuits may differ in .peed (rise and

fall times of the output voltage: the time it takes before the output

becomes valid). The adaption to the circuits .urrounding the

loopfilter .hould also be considered: certain topologie. ..y fit the

system better than others.

In Append1.x 3 the circuit of Flgure 3 and the ..tching SFG are

analyzed to obtain circuits that are suited to realize the desired

transfer. This is done by considering the relevant requirements (most

of those given above and also some others) and their consequences for

the topology of the filter circuit. This first selection results in

four circuits. These circuits will be analyzed more precisely in the

next chapter.
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Chapter 4 11-E SC LOOPFILTER: COMPARISON or CIRCUITS

4.1 THE FOUR CIRCUITS

In this chapter the four circuits that are .elected in .ection 3.6 are

examined more precisely. Although more than four circuits are suitable

to realize the transfer function of equation (1), not all of them are

examined in more detail because of the number of components they

require.

The aim of this chapter is to explain the choice that is made out of

the four circuits (second selection). Now more aspects are involved

(in random sequence):

8- Circuit complexity how much capacitance and how many .witches

are required ?

- The filter circuits may differ in sensitivity to non-idealities of

the operational amplifier.

- The circuits around the loopfilter may impose demands on the circuit

(it is of concern if the filter looks continuously at its inputs

or just during a certain clock phase and it's also important when

and during how long the output of the filter has to be valid).

- The circuits each may have a different .ensitivity for clock

feed through.

.ectlllD 1.1, chip .e. of CllD-

cem, it 1a better to taUt ill t.e-. of total oapecltclce tbGl ill

t.e-. of "'r of oapacitor••
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the BC loopfilter: comparison of circuits -----------------------

- There .ight be difference between the time which has to expire be

fore the output of the filter becomes valid (reaches its final

value). This shouldn't take more time than is strictly necessary be

cause the other parts of the system also need tlae to complete
9their task •

Now the several properties of the circuits will be considered. At

first,the circuits and transfer functions are given. In the next sec

tion the circuit performance is examined. Finally, the requirements

and performances of the filters are summarized and compared in order

to choose one of them.

9
tbia

(eee eect,lCID

the

3.5):

nHCID

both

ue rejected

-lIZ
• ad

that. .as lID add1t.1C1De1 dela7 of 'lIZ (8bout. 7.1 IIlCR eecClllda).
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- the sc loopfilter: comparIson of circuits -----------

Ber .1

The first circuit is depicted 1n Figure 5; 1t is the • ..e as the .e

cond filter of [11]. Remember that this circuit aDd the other ones are

obtained from the circuit of Figure 3: the numbering of the capacitors

is according to this general filter.

__--<......1 0-11-' r-- .1I_1I ....,

Input

output

Figure 5: Switched Capacitor FIlter #1.
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- the sc loopfllter: comparIson of cIrcuIts ---------

(1_Z-1
) C. -1

~I (1-Z-1
) C3 vj1 C1

-11'2
-Z

( 1-Z-1)~1

-11'2-z
( 1-Z-I) C13

'fI VII
-1 3

(1-Z-1
) Cu

FIgure 6: The SIgnal F1CN Graph of SCF #1.
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- the sc loopfilter: comparison of circuits ------------

The transfer function resulting from the matching SFG (Figure 6) is:

C
1

+ Cs z· Cs ~Cl + Cs)

C
13 Z • 1

(2)

so
C +C

A
1 s (3)- C

13

Cs (4)a - C +C
1 S

and b - I, (5)

independent of the capacitor values.
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- t:he sc loopfllter: comparison of circuits -----------

SCl "2

In Figure 7 a circuit is depicted that is almost .1ailar to the cir

cuit of Figure 5. The difference is only formed by one awitch.

o

Input

output

Figure 7: Switched Capacitor FIlter #2.

SCF #1 and SCF #2 differ only slightly but the SFG'. exhibit more

differences (see the SFG in Figure 8 on the next page).
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- ~he BC loopfil~er: comparison of circui~B----- _

-1

v..1 (1-z-1 )43 vj1

-1.'2-z
( 1-Z-1 )(11

-1.'2-z
(1- Z-I) e

13

VII
-1 3

(1-Z-1
) Cli

Figure 8: The Signal Flaw Graph of SCF #2.
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-- the sc looprllter: compar1son or c1rcu1ts ------------

The transfer function:

C +C
Co Ac + C )Z - (6)

HI I(Z)
0 1 o 1

C
13 Z - 1

so
Co + C1

A - (7)
C

13

C
0 (8)a .

C +C
0 1

and b - 1 (9)

It has to be noted that the application of this circuit depends on the

filters that precede the loopfilter: if they are time continuous fil

ters, filter _2 must not be used because it is continuously connected

completely to the output of the input filter. This isn't a problem in

the case of the second input of the loopfilter (connected to the out

put of the DAC) because that signal remains constant during clock

phase one, but if the input filter is time continuous, the input vol

tage of the loopfilter may vary during the first clock phase.
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- the sc loopfIlter: comparison of circuits -----------

sev "3

In Figure 9 the third loopfilter circuit is given and Figure 10 repre

sents the lilatching SFG.

II

input

output

Figure 9: The Switched Capacitor Filter #3.
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- the sc loopfllter: comparison of circuits ---------

-1

v.I (1-z-1
) C.3 vj1

-1/2
-z

(1-z-1) C;s

-1/2-z
(1-Z·l) C13

'fI VII
-1 3

(1-Z-1
) C1S

Figure 10: The Signal Flow Graph of SCF #3.

The transfer function:

C
1

• C
13

z • C3 /C
1

z • 1
(10)

80

A -
C

1
.~

(11)

a •
C

3

"""'C
1

(12)

and b - 1 (13)
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- the BC 1oopfilter: comparison of circuits -----------

In Figure 11 the fourth filter is given. Figure 12 depicts the mat

ching SFG.

II

•
input

~
r"cTo"c"j("=s-j"-g···;;":i
I i, ltHzz h h ,
I """ _y L Ii in' iCn.1)T i. Ul-S' 'I PHI n! ! i. .
1••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1

output

Figure 11: The Switched Capacitor Filter #4.



- the BC loopfllter: comparIson of cIrcuIts ----------

The transfer function:

c c12Ac + c )Z - . (14)
HI I(Z)

1 12 13- - -c-
13 Z - 1

so
C

1
A (15)- - --c-

13

a •
C

12

c +C
12 13

(16)

and b - 1 (17)

-1

-1/2-z

-1/2-z

...- ......._ .. VII
3

'fI
Ii

.. II,.,
•"---------------------------_..•.

FIgure 12: The SIgnal Flow Graph of SCF #4.
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-- the sc loopfLIter: comparIson of cIrcuIts ------------

4.2 CIRCUIT PROPERTIES

Before the performance of the circuits is compared, the properties of

the circuits are examined. The first step is to choose the value of

the smallest capacitor in the circuit. On basis of that choice the

other capacitor values can be determined (using the equations of the

previous section). It's desirable to choose a small capacitor value:

since the filter coefficients are determined by capacitor ratios the

other capacitors will be small as well. However, too small a value

will result in 'inaccurate' capacitors: the influence of the so called

edge effects then becomes too large. The value of the smallest

capacitor is chosen to be 1 pF.

This yields the following capacitor values:

SCF .1: C
1

- 3.0 pF; C 4
- 1.0 pF and C - / pFs 13 3

SCF .2: C 1.0 pF; C 4- -3.0 pF and C - / pF
0 1 13 3

SCF .3: C - 4.0 pF; C 4-1.0 pF and C - / pF
1 3 13 3

SCF 1J4: C -9.0 pF; C - 1.0 pF and C - 3.0 pF
1 12 13
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-- the sc loopfilter: comparIson of cIrcuIts ------------

So the total required capacitance is:

SCl "1 &"2:C
tot-a!

SCl "3: C
tot.al

5 1/ F
3 P

6 1/ F
3 P

SCl tl4: C - 13 pFtot-a!

10 these totals become:For two input circuits

SCl "1 & "2: C - 9 1/ F
tot-a! 3 P

SCl "3: C - 11 1/
3

pF
tot-al

SCl tl4: C - 22 pF
tot.al

10
......r tile alar fllDCt-lllD of tile loopfllt.er I
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-- the sc loopfllter: comparIson of cIrcuIts ------------

because SCF #4 requires much more capacitance than the other three,
11this circuit is dropped . SCF #3 needs two picoFarads IIOre capacitance

than SCF #1 and SCF #2 but the performance may perhaps be better so

SCF #3 isn't rejected just because it needs slightly IIOre capacitance

than the first two filters.

The next steps that will be made are:

- Comparison of SCF #1, #2 and #3 with SVITCAP12 and examining the

consequences for the signal- and noise-transfer functions of the

complete loop (this chapter);

Choosing one of the three circuits on basis of the circuit

properties and the SVITCAP simulations (this chapter);

- Hore extensive simulation of the chosen topology (taking lIore of the

non-idealities into account). This is done by using PSPICE, another

(more universal) circuit simulator (Chapter 6). To obtain more

realistic results, the opamp is no longer 1I0delled by a VCVS but

by the opamp circuit that is going to be used. Before this circuit

is processed into the filter simulations, the opamp itself is

analyzed and simulated (with PSPICE; see the next chapter).

- Having analyzed the 100pfllter (by lIeans of the simulations: Chapter

6) and after having made sOlie adjustments to correct the circuit, a

layout of the circuit is made. By lIeans of a circuit extraction pro

gram the correct topology is verified and the resulting circuit (in

cluding parasitic capacitances) is processed again by PSPICE (a kind

of verification).

llAltbouah 8CF #4 -.plC!J'. tha -.lla.t DWIIber of capec:ltora (for Ufo

circ:uita four; tha othar thr.. all five

capec:ltor.) , So thara

18 ra~ at b ..t aDa circuit with a ~r IUllbar of capec:ltor. but

with a lulU capecitclc:a d~, ..... clamad ill aec:tiClll 3.1).

12
Letar .ara Ulout 'SWItcAl".
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-- the BC loopfllter: comparIson of cIrcuIts ------------

4.3 COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE

Only three circuits are left. As was said, the next step is to compare

their performance. It will be obvious that it is unfeasable to compare

the circuits by building them and performing measurements on them

because the loopfilter has to be integrated. On the other hand, con

structing the filters of discrete components will give some

information about the performance but these circuits differ too much

from the integrated version of the circuits to obtain a correct

impression.

The solution is to use a computer simulation program. There are

several programs that are suitable to simulate the circuits.

SYITCAP-PC is such a program. It's designed especially for simulating

switched capacitor filters. It's possible to quickly obtain some

information about a circuit. Starting from the circuit, one determines

the netlist of the circuit and defines which kind of simulation has to

be carried out. Opamps are simply modelled as voltage controlled

voltage sources (VCVS).

Some non-idealities can be processed into the simulation (such as

parasitic capacitances and the finite gain and finite bandwidth of the

opamp) but this soon becomes very awkward.

For more information on SYITCAP-PC, refer to [16].

Keep in mind that it concerns sImulatIons. In general, it depends on

the simulation program and on the quality of the used models how

accurate the approximation of the reality will be.

The three filters are given again in FIgure 13. Notice that the

capacitor numbering has changed. It is no longer of use to aaintain

the 'general numbering' (of FIgure 3).
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-- the sc 1oopfllter: compar1son of c1rcu1ts

lo.uyl I

Vln~ .0, /I

1:T
Vout

) 5CF *1
1

VI n -E;~,~) ~ i
O

,
Vout

1:T ) 5CF #2

'fTVI n

'1:T
Vout

) 5CF *3

F1gure 13: The three SC f llters from wh1ch a cho1ce IllUst be made.

Determining the impulse response of the circuits (over a sufficiently

large number of clock periods; here a simulation over seven periods)

with SlJITCAP gives the following information about the performance:

- The rise time of the output voltage: the time it takes before the

output reaches its final value (notice that it is of DO t.portance

whether the rise time is determined from the first clock period of a
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- the sc loopfI.lter: comparison of cIrcuIts ------------

step- or an impulse-response since the circuit behaviour is exactly

the same (for impulse or step input signals) during the first clock

period) ;
13- By processing the output values of the .uccessive clock periods

into another program (TlHDESGN). the resulting filter coefficients

can be obtained. The deviation of these coefficients indicates how

precise a circuit realizes the transfer function of equation (1).

AppendIx 4 contains the SYITCAP listings of the impulse responses. A

SYITCAP output file also contains an listing of the input file .0 one

can get an idea of how the circuit and the instructions are passed

along to the program. The impulse response of SCF #1 and SCF #2

appears to be exactly the same. For this reason the listing of the

SCF #2 simulation is not given.

The non-idealities that are processed into the program are the finite

gain and the finite unity gain bandwidth of the opamp. For the former

a value of 1,000 is chosen and for the latter a value of 2 MHz. Other

non-idealities (such as for example the stray-capacitances, the on

resistance of the switches) aren't considered for the SYITCAP .imula

tions.

The results (sample values) are summarized in the table on the next

page. It appears that the output .amples are not exactly what they

should be. Apart from this, they also tend to drift towards zero again

after the ending of the pulse while they should be constant -2.225
10Vol ts. By giving the opamp model a gain of 10 and a bandwidth of

infinity, this phenomena disappears: the first output sample has a

value of -3.001 Volts then and remains constant thereafter (-2.251

Volts) .

put.' of cloc:Jt pbua _ ••
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- the sc loopfllter: comparison of circuits ----------

sample Input theor. SCF *1 SCF #2 SCF *3
no. U.ul•• ) resp. du,.1",.

PHI 11 PHI 2

[VJ [VJ
j

[VJ[-J [VJ [VJ [VJ !
I
i

1 1.0 -3.00 -2.989 -2.989 -2.9891-2.238
I
i

2 0.0 -2.25 -2.235 -2.235 -2. 231!-2. 229
i

3 0.0 -2.25 -2.230 -2.230 -2.2231-2.221,
4 0.0 -2.25 -2.225 -2.225 -2.214 -2.213

5 0.0 -2.25 -2.220 -2.220 -2.206 -2.204

6 0.0 -2.25 -2.215 -2.215 -2.198,-2.196
i

7 0.0 -2.25 -2.210 -2.210 -2. 190!-2. 188
i

Table 1: Impulse response simulation results.

Another point is the behaviour during cloc1cphsse two. The output

signal of SCF #1 and SCF #2 remains constant during .2 (and is equal

to the value that is reached at the end of .1). This is not the case

with SCF #3: the response during .2 is essentially different.

This can easUy be understood by examining the SFG's of the circuit:

compare Figure 6 and Figure 10. For the first circuit. H (z) and H
I I I

ll(z) are almost the same: the latter only contains an extra factor
-1/2

z (a delay of about 7.8 ~s). This is exactly What appears from the

simulation: the same response (apart from switch-on effects) but only

shifted in time. Examining the SFG of Figure 10 shows that for SCF .3.
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- the BC loopfJ.lter: comparison of circuits -----------

the transfer function HI II(z) differs essentially from HI I(z) (of

equation (10»:

C - C
-1/2 __---.;1~_3~_

- - z
(1 - z-l) C

13

(.18)

From a more refined SVITCAP simulation (more values per period) the

rise times can be determined (for an output plot of SCF #1 see Appen

41.% 5). From the simulations it appears that all three of the circuits

have the same rise time: about 2.7 ps. Note however that it concerns a

fairly coarse simulation (time steps of 156 ns) and only two of the

non-idealities (finite gain and bandwidth of the opamp) are taken into

account so the exact rise time may be somewhat different.

By using the program TIMDESGN.PAS. out of the sample values of Table I

the resulting filter coefficients (A. a and b) can be obtained. The

results are given in Table 2.

A a b

THEORETICAL - 3.000 0.2500 1.000

SCF #1 & SCF #2 - 2.989 0.2500 0.9978

SCF #3 - 2.989 0.2499 0.9963

(c10ckphase .1)

Table 2: Values of the filter coefficients.
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- the sc loopfI.lter: comparison of circuits -----------

With these results the influence of the deviation of the coefficients

on the system transfer functions (signal and noise tranafer) can be

determined. The coefficients of Table 2 are substituted in the

following equations (derived In [11] and corrected for a factor z;

see [8]):

the Signal transfer:

H (z)
1

K (z - a)

zZ + z (K - 1 - b) + (b - K a)
(19)

with K being the loop gain:

K
V

d
- A--Va

(20)

where V is the LSB-va1ue of the DAC and V the LSB-va1ue of the ADC.
d •

the noise transfer:

V
d

Z (z - b)

zZ + z (K - 1 - b) + (b - K a)
(21)

The signal transfer is the transfer from the output of the pre

amphasis filter (see Figure 1) to the output of the DAC; the noise

transfer Is the transfer from the output of the ADC to the output of

the DAC. Refer to [11] for lIore information on the noise aodelling.
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-- the sc loopfl1ter: comparlson of clrcults ------------

Using the program PC MATLAB, these transfer functions can be plotted

versus frequency. In Flgure 14 and 15 (see the next pages) such plots

are given. Depicted are the signal and the noise transfers. Each

figure contains three curves: the ideal (theoretical) transfer (indi

cated by the normal line '1') and the transfers of SCF #1 (or #2; see

Table 1 and 2; the dashed line ' I') and of SCF #3 (the third line).

Because the curves are almost the same, the system transfers are not

very sensitive for the variations of the loopfilter coefficients. This

is no surprise: the coeffici~nts of the filter are chosen out of

intervals so their values are not very critical. It should be noted

however, that not all the non-idealities are considered in the simula

tions up till now. Moreover, all the other circuits that are part of

the circuit also have their deviations so the system performance may

be not as good as is depicted in the two previous figures.

Now it's time to make a choice out of the three circuits.

SCF #3 exhibits a different transfer 'during' the second clock phase

but that is no problem because the next circuit (the ADC) 'uses' the

output of the loopfilter as soon as possible (immediately after the

output can assumed to be valid; so during the first clock phase). How

ever. because SCF #3 shows no advantages over the two other

topologies. there is no reason the choose this slightly larger (more

capacitance and more switches) circuit.

The last choice: SCF #1 or SCF #2 (or in other words: a switch in

series with C or not). To make the filter somewhat more universal.
1

the first circuit is chosen; the extra chip area that is needed for

the two extra switches can be neglected compared to the area that is

required for the complete loopfilter.
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-- the .c loopfllter: comparIson of cIrcuIts ------------

SIGNAl TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
3.5 r-----,------.r---"""'!""""'"----r---,-------r---,.------:;1

3 .

2.5 .

"
I
I 2 .

1.5 " .

1 '" .

0.5 .

o0l----=:::::::::Jl==--.......i...2----3L...----..i4----5..i...-------'6'-----=7---~B

Frequency (kHz} -->

FIgure 14: The signal transfer. (of the complete loop) for

the Ideal fUter and for the more or le•• Don-Ideal

SCF #1 and SCF #3.
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-- the .c loopfllter: compari.on of circuit. - _

NOISE TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
-40...----r-----,------.------....-----...,..--....,.--..,---i

-so -~-- -. , .

~
I

-80

-60

"II
en -70 .
"l:l.......

-1 00OL---1L..------'2~----.J3'--------...i.4-----'"5---~6---~7~--~8

Frequency (kHz) -->

Figure 15: The nobe transfer (of the complete loop) for

the J.deal fJ.lter and for the more or Ie•• non-J.deal

SCF #1 and SCF #3.
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Chapter 5 11-£ OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the opamp that is used in the loopfilter is examined.

It concerns an opamp (in NMOS) that is intended only to be used in an

inverting configuration (non-inverting input connected to ground). In

F1gure 16 the circuit of an opamp that was already available is given.

It consists of a differential input-stage (KlO, K13,14, 1120,21 and

1123), a level shifter (K3, K5 and K7) with compensation capacitor C5

across it. By means of this feedtrough capacitor the phase shift of

the levelshifter for high frequencies is (partly) compensated. The

levelshifter is followed by a gain stage (K4, K17 ,18,19), Killer

compensation (112, K16 and C4) and an output stage (Kl and K15). The

remaining part of the circuit has the function of biasing the previous

stages.

This amplifier is analyzed by using PSPICE. Using smaller capacitive

loads than the load that was used for the original design of· designing

the amplifier (10 pF), almost results in an unstable amplifier. The

reason for simulating with smaller loads (1 to 5 pF) is the expected

capacitive load of the opamp in the system (formed by the load of the

ADC and by the capacitor across the opamp).

Some changes in the opamp circuit have been ..de (changing KOSFET

dimensions and the value of the compensation capacitors) but this only

results in an opamp that must be tuned to the expected capacitive

load. It will be obvious that this is undesirable.

By ..king some further changes it is possible to iJlprove the opamp

circuit (not just by changing components in value or d1aension, but

also by altering the topology of the amplifier). 11le perfonaance of

the opamp becomes less dependent on the capacitive load DOW.
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- the operstlorud Ulpl1fler ------------------

In brief, the modifications are the following:

-1- The use of depletion MOSFET's for MIS and Hl6 inatead of enhance

ments. Because the input stage has the same biasing .. the output

stages (HI, H2, H1S and H16), feedback from the output to the in

put may occur. To prevent this, depletions are used: because their

gate is no longer connected to the common bias line the possibili

ty of feedback by the bias line is prevented). The fact that

PSPICE simulations (without all parasitics) did not directly show

an improvement does not mean that these feedback problems won't

occur.

-2- A capacitor C6 is added to correct the frequency characteristic of

the opamp beyond the UGBlJ. This is done by decreasing the

bandwidth of the gain stage (M4, H17, H18 and H19). The value of

this capacitor is 300 fF, but as will appear (in Chapter 7) only a

capacitor of 130 fF has to be realized; the rest of the

capacitance is realized by the parasitics.

-3- The rest of the modifications concerns lJIL-ratios. Some of them

were changed to improve the bias point of the opamp. In the case

of MS, Mll and H13, the HOSFET dimensions are changed, this be

cause of the fact that a HOSFET width of for instance 27.8 pm is

not realizable. As a result, the dimensions of other HOSFET's have

to be (re-)adjusted.
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- the operational ampl1.fier ------------------

The above results in the circuit of Figure 17 (see the next page).

Since this is the circuit that is used in the loopfilter, it is of use
14

to describe the performed simulations in this text . The various simu-

lations are discussed in the next section.

14
!reat1D& the .t.ulaticma of the pr_i_ -.1_ of til. op-.p 18

DOt "'r)' n1_t.

Apart. ~ tbat: til. nrai_ tbat will be v ..tad ill the Dat. ••C-

ti_ la ~.al.17 tile lut ".ral_ eiIlc1.u4llla tile -Uaa~t.a -
accOUDt of til. clrcuit atracti_ af til. layout).
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- the operatIonal ampllfier ------------------

5.2 THE OPAHP: ANALYSIS AND SPECIFICATIONS

Several simulations are executed to obtain an idea about the perfor

mance of the opamp: AC-analysis (Unity Gain BandVidth (UGBlJ), DC open

loop gain (Ao) and phase margin) , DC-analysis (input-output

characteristic) and TRANSIENT-analysis (slew rate).

For illustration, in Appendix 6 figures of the various simulations are

given.

From these simulations the opamp specifications can be derived:

Unity gain bandwidth:

DC open loop gain A :o
Phase margin:

Offset voltage:

Slew rate (rising output):

Slew rate (falling output):

5.89 KHz

2631 (68.4 dB)

67.9 degrees

224 pV

11.6 VIps

12.0 VIps

These specifications are derived under the following conditions:

Supply voltage:
15Amplifier load :

+ 5 V

2 pF

15
fo acCOQD~ for the load of the Dut. .t.qe (the ADC). ID ••1;1_ II.S
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- the operational amplifier ------------------

The opamp is also examined for its clipping behaviour. A sine wave

(frequency 500 Hz) with a slowly increasing amplitude is applied to

the circuit (inverting: two resistors of 500 kG added to the opamp).

Append1.Jc 7 contains a figure of the in- and output signals and the

resulting disturbance. For an output voltage of about 3.6 Volts

(amplitude), the positive part of the output becomes distorted. Of

course this value is quite arbitrary: where exactly does the output

become distorted?

This value is obtained by comparing the input and output (the gain of

the circuit is -1 so no scaling factor is needed for this purpose). By

examining the difference between the input and output, the point can

determined where the difference becomes noticeable16 . Distortion of the

negative part of the output appears only later (for larger voltages).

This result is in accordance with the DC-analysis of the opamp (see

Appendi% 6): for input voltages with an absolute value of about 1 mV,

the curve is considerably more non-lineair in the positive part than

it is in the negative part. Notice however the difference between the

situations: the DC-analysis concerns the opamp without feedback; the

clip-analysis uses the opamp with feedback. Because of this, only a

qualitative comparison is allowed.

'DOtioeable' i. DOt _ aact edtedOD,

0_ obte1D _ idee about the ellppiDa of the oPEl'.
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-- the operational lUllplI.fier -------------------

5.3 SENSITIVITY TO CAPACITOR TOLERANCES

To examine the influence of capacitor tolerances and IlUtual deviations
17on the performance of the opamp, a Honte Carlo analysis is done.

Especially in case of the capacitors in the opamp circuit the influen

ce of tolerances on the amplifier performance is of importance: this

performance depends on the value of the capacitors and not on capaci

tor ratios, as in the other part of the loopfilter. For this reason

the influence of capacitor tolerances will be larger in the opamp than

in the remaining part.

Three things must be specified to perform a Honte Carlo analysis: the

deviation of all capacitors and the mutual differences. Due to the

inaccuracies involved in the fabrication of the chip, all capacitors

tend to be larger or smaller than their specified values (all tend to

the same direction because they are realized on the same chip).

However, the influence of the disturbances is not exactly the same on

the whole chip so mutual differences may occur (for instance a certain

capacitor becomes 7.2 • larger than intended and another becomes 7.9 •

too large. For the analysis, the former tolerance is chosen to be 15 •

and for the latter a value of 0.5 • is taken.

17
!hi. kJDd of aab.la la poa.1ble with lISPICI (opt-10ll). 'or _re lD-

refer to Uae I'IPICI proar_
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-- the operational 1Ullpll.fier -------------------

The last thing that has to be specified is the number of runs that

PSPICE should do: the Monte Carlo option of PSPICE conaists of

simulating the same circuit over and over again; each t1ae with

different component values (as specified by the two tolerances). The

results become more meaningful with a larger number of runs. For the

AC-analysis a value of 100 is chosen. It will be clear that it is

useless to perform a Monte Carlo DC-analysis since only the capacitors

are changed in value. For the !RAN- (Transient) analysis the number of

runs is chosen to be 20 (because of the t1llle that is needed for each

run: this t1llle is considerably longer than the t1llle that is needed for

an AC-analysis).

The results: the UGBW varies between 5.0 MHz and 7.3 MHz, the phase

margin between 60 and 73 degrees and A remains unchanged (68.4 dB).o
The slew rate: between 10.2 and 12.7 VII's for the rising output and

between 10.3 and 13.8 VII's for the falling output voltage. For output

plots see Appendix 8.

It is expected that these deviations won't cause problems in the loop

filter: the UGBW is still larger than the value that was taken for the

simulations of chapter 4 (2 MHz) and also the phase margin doesn't

become too small (remains larger than the safety margin of 45 degrees

[18]) .
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Chapter 6 TI£ SC LOOPFILTER CIRCUIT

6.1 SIMUlATION PREPARATIONS

This chapter concerns the more elaborate analysis (by means of simula

tions) of the chosen loopfilter circuit (SCF ~l). The simulations are

done by using PSPICE. Now more non-idealities are processed into the

simulations than was the case with the SWITCAP-simulations.

Before these non-idealities are considered, it has to be decided what

kind of simulations should be done. The idea behind the simulations is

to verify whether the loopfilter (SCF ~l) meets the requirements of

section 3.3 or not.

The requirements of section 3.3 are now further discussed, in so far

it applies to the simulations of this chapter. The same numbering is

used as in section 3.3.

-2- According to the requirements the 100pfUter should be able to

provide a valid output signal within less than 5 ps. 'Valid' in

this context means that the output of the filter must have reached

its final value within this time.

-3- Apart from that, a certain accuracy is required: it isn't enough

that the output reaches a certain final value in a certain inter

val of time, but also the deviation from the ideal value may not

be too large. The deviation is desired to be small but not at the

cost of many changes and adjustments. It is sufficient if the

deviation is

less than one LSB value of the ADC (an order of I18gnitude smaller

than 12 mV).
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-- the BC loopEI1ter cIrcuIt -------------------

-5- The ability of the loopfilter to provide a signal that is capable

to drive the ACe must be examined. It should also be verified that

the switching that occurs in the input section of the ADC doesn't

affect the loopfilter too much; no influence is only possible in

the situation of an infinitely strong signal source.

-7- It should be verified that during the second clock phase nothing

happens that can cause problems (such as clipping of the opamp).

-9- In fact, this requirement is already included in -2- and -3-: if

the filter provides the correct values at the correct times then

the correct transfer function is realized. The mixing has still to

be verified however.

Now the necessary simulations can be specified and carried out.

\lhether the requirements (all of the above) are met can be checked by

a transIent analysis of the filter circuit. Before that, an overview

of the appearing non-idealities is given in the next section.
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-- the BC loopEllter circuit -------------------

6.2 NON - IDEALITIES

To obtain useful s1mulatloD results, the reality should be

approximated as close as possible. For that reason, all of the

non-idealities that are known and can be modelled should be processed

into the simulations.

Overview of appearing non-idealities:

'General non-idealities':

- Parasitic capacitances (such as stray capacitances from the top and
18bottom plates of a capacitor to the bulk • parasitics caused by the

wiring of the circuit and capacitive coupling between the various

components);

- Non-linearity of the opamp, the capacitors (also the

parasitics I) and the KOSFET-switches;

- Different kinds of noise19 in the KOSFET's of the opamp and the

switches;

18
lar ~ra iDalaht OD tha raallaatlOD .ad par..ltlc. of tha IHDS capa-

cltor., rafar to .actlOD 2.2 af [13] .

....ral .alua. ara eba•• .Uaht17 diffar.t dudlll the _rk that 1.

da.cr1bacl iD tbl. report: tha par..ltlc fre- a top-plata of a

oapacitor to tha bulk 1& ..._4 to be 1 J of tha capacitor ..wa;

tha batteD-plata par..ltlc i. ..._4 to be 10 J of tha capacitor

2
..wa .ad tor tha capacitor it.aU a .a1ua of 0.5 flip i. t.aIt.

(...\DlJII a dialectrlc lqar af about 700 A tbiD).

19
MOra .paclfic: thamal .ad fUckar DOl.a.
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-- the sc loopfllter circuIt -------------------

'Opamp non-IdealItIes':

- Finite open loop DC gain and finite bandwidth of the opamp;

- The slew rate of the opamp (this point is related to the previous

point);

- The output impedance of the opamp is not equal to zero.

'Non-IdealItIes of the swItches':

- Clock feedthrough: the gate-drain and gate-source parasitics of the

KOSFET's that are used for the switches cause crosstalk of the

clock signals to the signal paths;

- The on-resistance of the switches.

Kost of the non-idealities are automatically included into the simula

tions (for example clock feedthrough: the PSPICE aodel of a KOSFET

contains also the parasitic capacitors). The other parasitics have to

be added by hand (specifying the capacitor 8trays and 80 on). The non

linearity of the opamp and the MOSFET's is also automatically accoun

ted for. This is not the case for the capacitors. Although it is pos

sible to specify a non-linear capacitor characteristic in PSPICE, this

is not done because of the lack of information about the non-linearity

of the NMOS capacitors.
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- the sc loopfl.lter cIrcuIt ------------------

6.3 SIMULATIONS

In Appendix 9 the input listing of a PSPICE transient atmulation is

given. Although all of the requirements can be checked by performing

transient runs, this is not for all of them done in one and the same

run (because of the different requirements for the various runs).

Because of this, the listing of the appendix is not the only one. For

illustration just one input listing is given, however. Although this

listing concerns a two input filter circuit, for the time being the

filter is analyzed with just one input circuit present.

Several points arise or have to be discussed:

'actIve' or 'passIve' load of the loopfilter

For the first simulations of the loopfilter an additional capacitor

was present at the loopfilter output (just as for the opamp simula

tions). The reason for this is one of the non-idealities of the opamp:

because the output impedance of the amplifier is not equal to zero

(and for that reason it isn't a 'hard' voltage source) the load that

is imposed on the filter by the ADC must be taken into account.

The total capacitive load of the opamp that is expected consists of

the capacitor across the opamp and the ADC capacitance (estimated on

0.7 pF). These two together result in about 2 pF, the value that

already appeared earlier (Chapter 5).

In the real (/intended) situation several KOSFET's of the input cir

cuitry of the ADC are connected to the filter output. It is assumed

that this only results in a capacitive load (caused by the wiring and

the KOSFET parasitics).

This kind of load is regarded as a 'passive' load.
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- the BC loopfilter circuit -------------------

To examine the influence of the ADC activity upon the filter output,

the model of the load is refined. Instead of a capacitor with an esti

mated value (2 pF), the first part of the ADC circuit is connected to

the loopfilter, providing a more realistic situation. This situation

is called 'active load' ('active' because of the switching in the ADC

input section).

This topic (the kind of load) is illustrated in Appendix 10. In this

appendix PSPICE results are given of transient runs (impulse

responses) with passive and with active loads. The influence of the

switching of the ADC during the second half of the first clock phase

is obvious.

the specified accuracy

Among other parameters, the accuracy of a PSPICE-run can be specified

by a certain parameter called RELTOL. RELTOL concerns the relative

accuracy of the voltages and currents. The default value of this para

meter is .001. Several simulations are done with a RELTOL value of 10

, of the default (ten times as accurate). This resulted in

demonstrable more accurate results20 .

However, because the default RELTOL value results in s1llulation

results that deviate not considerably from the more accurate ones, the

default tolerance is chosen for most of the runs (but not all of

them). The main reason for this is the extra amount of time that is

needed for the more accurate simulations: transient simulations with

20
!b. d.t.UlD1D.Ucm of th. .-.pl. valu•• 1& .,ch ...lu ill the cu. of

th. Maher accur.cy ZUDa: th. .-nmt. of ..-dcu _1•• 1. In• .0

th. diff.rnc•• b.twen th. • ucc••d". polDt.• of th. .1aIalat.lcm u.

-tiu thllD lD th. IELTOL-d.fault. .1t.uaUcm.
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-- the BC loopfllter circuit -------------------

the default RELTOL-value take considerably less time (but atill last

quite a while: one should think in several couples of houra).

The influence of the RELTOL value will be illustrated further on (in

the 'linear or non-linear ?'-part).

drifting away of the output

Looking at the figures of Appendix 10 reveals the following phenome

non: while the theoretical value of the first aample is -0.3 V (0.1 V

impulse) and from the second sample on -0.225 V, Appendbc 10 shows

that the output is floating away (becoming more negative) from the

second sample on.

Two assumptions are made:

-1- The floating away of the sample values is caused by the offset in

the loopfilter (originating from the opamp and from clock feed

through; during each clock phase some charge is introduced via the

awitch parasitics to the signal paths).

-2- Because the loopfilter is intended to be used in a feedback loop,

the influence of the offset will disappear (or in each case will
21diminish considerably) • The offset itself however, doesn't

disappear.

It will be shown that the last assumption makes aense (aee aection

7.3).

21
lot.. t.bat. duriDa t.b. " ..ieDt. abmlet.1-. DO fHClbeclt ~ out.put.

too lDput. 18 pr.aeDt..
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-- the BC loopfllter circuit -------------------

From now on the terms 'uncorrected' and 'corrected' will be used. 'Un

corrected' concerns the values resulting (directly) from the simula

tions. These values can be corrected by the offset values to cancel

out the offset influences. These offset values are obtained by perfor

ming a run which is exactly the same as the one under consideration

except for the input signal: in this case no input signal is given

(input connected to ground). This results in 'corrected' values. The

above is only allowed for a linear circuit ('using' superposition;

actually the reverse of superposition). That this is allowed is shown

in the next paragraphs.

linear or non-linear?

In chapter 4 the 100pfllter was analyzed by performing StJITCAP runs

and by processing the so obtained sample values in the program

TIHDESGN. Because the filter model for the PSPICE simulations is much

more refined, realistic and complicated, it should be verified whether

it still is a linear circuit or not. If not, the procedure (to obtain

the resulting filter coefficients) that is used up till now may not be

used anymore.

In order to figure this out several step responses with different step

sizes are carried out (values of 1 mV, 0.01 V and 0.1 V). The results

are given in Appendix 11. In this appendix all results are given

twice: the first results (part A) are obtained with the default

RELTOL value and the second (part B) with a RELTOL value of 0.0001 (10

, of the defaul t) .

By examining the tables of this appendix, it may be concluded that it

concerns a linear system. The results of the different simulations

agree with each other to such an extent that this conclusion is

legitimate.
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-- the sc loopfilter circuit -------------------

The results of the appendix also reveal the integrating character of

the loopfilter. While the input is constant, the filter output becomes

more negative each clock period (remember that the loopfilter is in

verting). Each clock period the delta is about the .ame. The theore

tical delta can be determined as follows:

3x + 0.75 x
D D-l

(22)

where x is the input and y the output signal of the loopfilter. The
tbsuccesive clock cycle is indicated by 'n' so 'a ' .tands for the b

b

sample value of signal a. Because in case of a step signal the input

is constant from the first period on, equation (22) can be rewritten

as:

2.25 P (23)

with p the step height. From formula (23) it will be clear that delta

can be written as:

6 - 2.25 P (24)

Finally a kind of integration constant of the loopfilter integrator

can be determined:

l' 6 /
T - (25)

(with T. the clock period, equal to 15.625 ps).
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- the sc loopfllter cIrcuIt ------------------

6.4 RESULTS

In this section the simulation results are given and discussed.

The requirement for the time that the loopfilter needs to complete its

task (-2- of section 6.1) is met. It takes about 2.5 ps for the output

to reach its final value (simulation with 'active' load).

The accuracy of the filter: in the table below the results are given

of two impulse responses. It concerns 'passive' load simulations with

a one input filter circuit (and RELTOL being 0.0001). It can be seen

that the deviations are quite small (less than 1.5 .V , satisfying

-3-). The performance is also quite 'symmetrical': the deviations in

the results for a negative impulse are in the same order of magnitude.

IHPULSE HEIGHT . + 0.1 V - 0.1 V.

SAMPLE THEORETICAL SIMULATION SIKUlATION

(corrected) (corrected)

value value value

[-] [Volts] [Volts] [Volts]

1 ± 0.300 - 0.3002 + 0.3002

2 ± 0.225 - 0.2246 + 0.2248

3 ± 0.225 - 0.2244 + 0.2241

4 ± 0.225 - 0.2245 + 0.2238

5 ± 0.225 - 0.2240 + 0.2237

6 ± 0.225 - 0.2236 + 0.2236

7 ± 0.225 - 0.2237 + 0.2236

Table 3: Impulse response results (one Input fIlter).
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-- the.c 100pfllter c1rcu1t -------------------

One of the differences between the simulations till so far is the kind

of load. It has to be noted that for this last simulation it doesn't

matter whether the active or the passive load is connected to the

loopfilter: the (final) value of the samples is not affected by the

kind of load, so for this simulation any choice can be made.

During the actual switching of the ADC (second half of the first clock

phase) a different situation exists (as already could be seen in

Append1x 9). Append1x 12 gives a detail of such an impulse response.

The disturbances caused by the switching in the input circuit of the

ADC don't affect the value of the loopfilter output considerably

between the spikes and because on this moment the ADC takes its sample

of the filter output, the spikes are allowed and so the switching

causes no problems as far as the filter output is concerned.

The above justifies the conclusion that the loopfilter is able to

drive the ADC correctly. The capacitive load influences the rise time

of the output signal but not its final value and this rise time is

sufficiently short. Because also the ADC switching doesn't cause

problems, requirement -5- is met.

The seventh requirement: during clock phase .2 the filter output does

have another value than during .1 but this won't cause any problems.

The previous simulations concerned a one input loopfilter. Now a

filter with two inputs is considered. In F1gure 18 the resulting input

circuit is given; for comparison the original input circuit is also

depicted. Note that the one input circuit is not just doubled: some

switches could be avoided.
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Figure 18: Input circuits of the loopfilter:

<a.>: one input,

<b.>: two inputs.

The next simulations concern the mixing function of the loopfilter.

In the third column of Table 4 the corrected sample values are given

that are obtained by applying a + 0.1 V impulse to one of the two

inputs (the other input connected to ground). It appears that the

deviations from the theoretical values (the second column of the

table) are small (satisfying the accuracy requirement).
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- the sc loopfllter circuit ------------------

The fourth column gives the results of a simulation where impulses of

+ 0.05 V are applied to both inputs. Because of the adding-function of

the 100pfi1ter, the results must be the same as those of the previous

simulation. Again the results correspond with theory; the largest

deviation is only 3 mV.

IMPULSE HEIGHT . 0.1 & 0.0 V 0.05 & 0.05 V.

SAMPLE THEORETICAL SIKUIATION SIKUIATION

(corrected) (corrected)

value value value

[-] [Volts] [Volts] [Volts]

1 - 0.300 - 0.300 - 0.303

2 - 0.225 - 0.223 - 0.224

3 - 0.225 - 0.221 - 0.222

4 - 0.225 - 0.220 - 0.226

5 - 0.225 - 0.222 - 0.225

6 - 0.225 - 0.220 - 0.223

7 - 0.225 - 0.225 - 0.225

Table 4: Impulse response results (two input filter).

Out of the previous results it may be concluded that it is possible to

include the mixing function in the 100pfi1ter (80 the last require

ment, -9-, is also met).
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-- the sc loopfllter cIrcuIt -------------------

Because the other requirements are still met while adding the second

input circuit (verified by other simulations), it ..y be concluded

that the present loopfilter circuit satisfies all the requirements (of

section 6.1; -1- and -6- are considered as given starting points, -8

was already satisfied because only strays insensitive topologies were

considered in section 3.5 so only the remaining requirement -4- has to

be considered (next chapter».

Finally the influence of the loopfilter non-idealities on the system

performance can be determined again (just as in section 4.3; now using

the results of Table 4). The resulting filter coefficients are given

in Table 5 (in aore digits than strictly is allowed on basis of the

number of significant digits of the voltages of Table 4; because the

coefficients are to be used in further calculations IIOre digits are

given) .

A a b

THEORETICAL - 3.000 0.2500 1.000

0.1 V & 0.0 V - 2.999 0.2640 1.001

impulses

0.05 V & 0.05 V - 3.030 0.2627 1.001

impulses

Table 5: Values of the fllter coeffIcIents.
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- che BC loopfllcer cIrcuIc -------------------

Because the resulting system transfers (signal and noise) are almost

the same as those in the figures 14 and 15, they are DOt given here.

The differences between the three curves (lat.: ideal coefficients,
I'd2 : coefficients obtained from the 0.1 V and 0.0 V impulse response

rdand the 3 : coefficients obtained from the 0.05 V and 0.05 V impulse

response) are slightly larger now but are still completely acceptable.

Table 5 shows values for the coefficient b that are larger than 1.

This results in a pole outside the unit circle so the loopfilter is

unstable. The question is whether this really happens. Because the

finite bandwidth and finite gain of the opamp result in a smaller

value of b (0.99 for instance) and because the values of the table are

only slightly larger than I, it is more plausible that the inaccura

cies involved in the determination of the coefficients are the cause

of b being larger than 1. In principle however, it is possible that

the other non-idealities shift the loopfllter pole outside the unit

circle.

In the case the loopfilter really has a pole a bit outside the unit

circle, the whole system will still be stable. The coefficients of the

signal and noise transfers aren't only quite insensitive for the

deviations in the loopfilter coefficients, but the poles of the system

transfers lie well inside the unit circle as well.
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Chapter 7 TI£ SC LOOPFILTER: REALIZAliON

7.1 LAYOUTS

After having verified the loopfilter performance, the next step can be

aade: the actual realization of the filter. The circuit is intended to

be fabricated by the ' Eindhovens-: Fabricage Facl1iteit voor IC' s'

(EFFIC) in a NMOS process. For that purpose a layout of the circuit

has to be made: the definition of the several masks that are required

for the fabrication by means of rectangles and 'prefabricated'

enhancement and depletion KOSFET's.
22By means of a layout editor such a layout can be aade'

Several masks for the circuit have to be defined:

-1- The n+-diffusion. This is the least favorable way of making con

nections between the various components: a high resistance and a

high capacity with respect to the bulk (substrate) (OD-mask).
at-2- The (1 ) polysilicon layer. Less resistance and capacity than the

+n -diffusion. Usable for connections that are not too long. Also

used for the capacitor bottom plates (PS-mask).

-3- The (2=) polys11icon layer. The same as -2-. This is the layer

that is used for the top plates of the capacitors. (~

PS-mask) •

-4- The metal layer (aluminium). Features a low resistance and a low

capacity to the bulk; for that reason the most preferable way to

interconnect components (IN-mask).

22
th. aaeel la70ut editor la IULER.
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the sc loopfllter: reallzatlon -----------------

-5- The depletion implant for depletion transistors (to lower the

threshold voltage VI) (DZ-mask).

-6- Contact to silicon for an interconnections between the OD and PS

layers (CS-mask).

-7- The CO-mask for defining the places where a contact should be made

between aluminium and polysilicon or between aluminium and

n+-diffusion.

23Apart from so called design rules that have to be taken into account,

other aspects play an important role in the layout design. The first

aspect that comes in mind is the required chip area (requirement -4

of section 3.3). The minimum chip space however should not be pursued

at any cost. For obtaining a minimal area a lot of the wiring has to

be placed above other parts of the circuit (by ..ans of aluminium).

This can result in unwanted cross talk between the various parts of

the circuit. It will be obvious that this is highly undesirable.

Not only the amount of parasitic capacitances should be kept as low as

possible. It is also important to keep the resistance of the wiring

low. This is especially important in the case of the supply lines and

the output connection because through these wires relative high

currents flow. A high resistance can also cause problems in the case

of low-current lines: the combination of resistance and parasitic

capacitances may cause low pass filtering generally resulting in a

smaller bandwidth of the circuit and increasing the delay.

There are also several obvious considerations; for instance don't

place the output transistors next to the input stage if the opamp and

so on; this will speak for itself.

23
Specifyilla ~ widtha of the r.cUDal•• , IItnt.. di.t._c.. be-

nlet.ed (- the (-

r.ct....l.. ad eo GIl. For _ ov.rview of th... ....ip nle. nf.r t.o

[18].
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For the layout of the opamp is was attempted (but not at any cost) to

keep the three capacitors close together (to decrease the .utua1 tole

rance) • This is not strictly necessary however (the IIonte Carlo

analysis showed that the opamp performance remains acceptable).

For the layout of the actual filter care was taken to .aka the layout

of the input circuits as identical as possible (to minimize

differences between the two inputs).

The capacitors of the input circuits were composed from unit capaci

tances of 1 pF, so the influence of edge effects is about the saae for

large or small capacitors.

In order to prevent inaccuracies in the capacitor values that aay be

caused by aask alignment errors, a correction is aade:

The capacitors are constructed out of two po1ysilicon layers. The

relative position of these two layers (with respect to each other)

influences the capacitor value. For this reason an additional rec

tangle that overlaps the bottom plate has been added to each capacitor

top plate to compensate for the possible shifting of the top plate

connection. This is done for all capacitors except for those of the

opamp.

Keeping the above in mind, several layouts are made (see AppendJ.x 13).

The first gives the layout of the opamp. Because the used opamp isn't

produced before, it might be useful to be able to .ake some measure

ments at the opamp without the rest of the filter around it. For that

purpose a separate layout of the opamp is available.

The second plot of the appendix gives the layout of the complete loop
2filter. For the switches enhancement MOSFET's of 6 x 6pm are used. No

clock feedthrough compensation is used.
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-- the 8C 1oop£llter: realization -----------------

7.2 CIRCUIT EXTRACTION AND PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION (OPAKP)

After finishing the layouts and the design rule check (to check if one

or more of the design rules is/are violated) a circuit extraction is

performed. In this way it is possible to obtain a netlist of the

layouted circuit. A listing of such an circuit extraction (opamp) is

given in Appendbc 14.

This extraction serves two purposes. The first is to verify the
24correct circuit topology and the second is to obtain information

about the parasitics: apart from the desired components the circuit

extractor also calculates the unwanted components (but not all of

them). The output of the extractor (the already mentioned netlist) can

then be passed to PSPICE for a verification of the circuit

performance.

It should be noted that this circuit extractor is a useful tool but

has certain disadvantages (for instance the resistance of the wiring

isn't calculated and the extractor can't cope with the second poly

layer). Because of the disadvantages, one should not rely completely

on the extraction results.

In this section the opamp is considered. After finishing the layout,

the opamp is simulated again with the circuit extraction results. This

results in a UGBW of 6.6 KHz and a phase margin of 46.25 degrees (the

intended opamp has a UGBW of 5.89 Khz and a phase margin of 67.9

degrees). The decreasing of the phase margin is considerable. On the

24
1Iot.e t.b&~ ZUIIIliIIa 0Dl,. th. d.dp Z'Ul. ob.eke&' illll'~ .lIfflc1_~: it

i. po••lbl. to ab~D • clrcul~ t.b&~ i. corr.c~ with zeapec~ to th.

d.alp Z'Ul.. bu~ elDellll' ~ baYe th. d••ind topolog.
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-- elle .c loopf1.lter: realization -----------------

contrary. the UGBll has increased but this is of less value because

this happens at the cost of the phase margin.

However. by exchanging the bottom and top plate of C4 (the largest

parasitic is now connected to the source follower fOrJMd by K2 and

M16) and reducing the value of C6 from 300 fF to 130 fF the perfor

mance can be improved: the UGBll becomes 7.2 MHz and the phase margin

59.5 degrees. This is acceptable. Further simulations yield a slew

rate value of 11.6 VIps (rising output) respectively 12.3 VIps. also

acceptable (in fact even better than the values of section 5.2).
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- the Be loopfllter: realization -----------------

7.3 CIRCUIT EXTRACTION AND PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION (LOOPFILTER)

With the readjusted opamp, t!le filter layout is completed. On basis

of the circuit extraction the final loopfilter simulations are done.

First a simulation with a 0.1 V input impulse is done (other input

connected to ground) and for correction also a run with both inputs

connected to ground (second simulation).

To verify the mixing function (third simulation) the input impulse is

divided between the two inputs (0.05 V impulse for both inputs).

The fourth simulation of this section is the same as the third except

for the polarity of the second input signal (thus impulses of + 0.05 V

and - 0.05 V).

The resulting sample values are given in Table 6 and 7 on the next

pages. All the values of Table 6 are corrected (by the values of the

second simulation).

Comparing the results of Table 6 to those of Table 4 shows that the

deviations are slightly larger now, but they still satisfy the accura

cy requirement.

The second and third column exhibit a remarkably good resemblance. Out

of the results it may be concluded that the two input circuits are

very IlUch the same (as desired).
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- the .c loopfJ.lter: reall.zatl.on ----------------

IKPULSE HEIGHT . 0.1 & 0.0 V 0.05 • 0.05 V.

SAMPLE THEORETICAL 1· to S1KULATION 3~d SlKULATION

(corrected) (corrected)

value value value

[-] [Volts] [Volts] [Volts]

1 - 0.300 - 0.299 - 0.301

2 - 0.225 - 0.222 - 0.226

3 - 0.225 - 0.224 - 0.227

4 - 0.225 - 0.221 - 0.223

5 - 0.225 - 0.220 - 0.222

6 - 0.225 - 0.220 - 0.225

7 - 0.225 - 0.220 - 0.222

Table 6: Impulse response results.

Now it will be shown that the second assumption of section 6.3 aakes

sense. From the second (also the third) column of Table 7 it appears

that the offset has a linear decreasing behaviour. This can be .adel

led as a constant voltage at the input of the circuit; this because of

the integrating characteristic of the loopfilter (see section 6.3).

By applying feedback to the filter. the output will not be floating

away anymore. In the case of proportional feedback (no integrating or

differentiating operations occur in the feedback path). this results

in a constant error at the output of the filter.

In the SADK. the feedback path for the loopfilter has an integrating

character because of the accumulator. This will result in a final er

ror signal at the filter output that is equal to zero.
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- the sc loopfilter: realization ----------------

inputs . 0.0 & 0.0 V 0.05 & - 0.05 V.

SAMPLE 2Dd SIMULATION 4t.h SIMULATION

value value

[-] [Volts] [Volts]

1 - 0.091 - 0.091

2 - 0.098 - 0.098

3 - 0.103 - 0.103

4 - 0.112 - 0.110

5 - 0.120 - 0.116

6 - 0.125 - 0.123

7 - 0.130 - 0.130

Table 7: Offset simulation results.

Finally the consequences for the complete system are considered. Once

again, the resulting filter parameters are determined; this time by

using the samples of Table 6. The results are given in Table 8 on the

next page. Figure 19 and 20 depict the system transfers. The three

curves (the ideal situation, indicated by the normal line 'I', the

result of the first simulation (the dashed line 'i') and the result of

the third simulation (the remaining line» can hardly be distinguished

from each other.
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- the sc loopfllter: realization ----------------

A a b

THEORETICAL - 3.000 0.2500 1.000

0.1 V & 0.0 V - 2.990 0.2518 0.997

impulses

0.05 V & 0.05 V - 3.030 0.2467 0.997

impulses

Table 8: Values of the filter coefficients.
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-- the sc loopfllter: realization -----------------

SIGNAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
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Figure 19: The signal transfer (of the complete loop) as obtained

from ideal coefficients and from coefficients resulting

from simulations.
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-- the sc loopfilter: realization -----------------

NOISE TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
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Figure 20: The noise transfer (of the complete loop) as obtained

from ideal coefficients and from coefficients resulting

from simulations.
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Chapter 8 CONCLUSIONS

General:

The previous chapters have shown that it is possible to realize a

switched capacitor loopfilter in NMOS that closely matches the speci

fied requirements. Only the last step has to be taken: the actual

fabrication of the integrated circuit. After this, the final conclu

sion about the filter performance can be made.

Loopfi1 ter:

The simulations till so far (including (as much as possible of) the

appearing non-idealities) showed that all requirements are met. The

time for the output voltage to reach its final value is sufficiently

short (about 2. 5 IJs) and the deviation of the final values doesn't

exceed 3 mV. Although simulations made on basis of the circuit extrac

tion results (for verification of the performance of the layouted cir

cuit) showed a maximum deviation of 5 mV, the accuracy requirement is

still met (the maximum deviation less than one LSB-value of the ADC:

12 mV).

It was shown that the filter is able to drive the next circuit of the

system (the ADC). The influence of the ADC on the filter output is

noticeable but allowed.

Furthermore is was shown that it is possible to combine both the mixer

and the loopfilter into one circuit (by adding an additional input

section to the loopfilter).
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-- conclusions ----------------------------

Consequences for the SADH-system:

As a result of the deviations mentioned above, the filter coefficients

differ slightly from the desired values. However, because these varia

tions are small (see chapter 6 and 7) and because the system transfer

functions are not very sensitive to the coefficient changes, no

serious problems have to be expected: the system transfers hardly

change.

It has to be noted however, that the other circuits of the SADK-system

also have their non-idealities, so it is important that the

performance of each circuit doesn't differ from the desired perfor

mance more than necessary.
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APPENDIX 1: STRAYS - INSENSITIVITY CONSTRAINTS

According to [12], the following conditions are sufficient for a swit

ched capacitor filter to be insensitive for stray capacitances:

~l During each clock phase, only three kinds of nodes are allowed:

V-nodes (voltage source nodes). I-nodes (virtual ground nodes)

and O-nodes (ground nodes).

~2 A terminal of a capacitance is never switched from a V-node in one

clock phase to an I-node in the next clock phase.

The original Hasler constraints were stated for a two phase clock cir

cuit (even and odd; analogous to the 'phase I' and 'phase II' used in

this report) but they can be extended to circuits with an n-phase

clock.

As described in [13], these constraints wrongly exclude the so called

F-nodes (floating nodes, for instance the node between a switch and a

capacitor during the switch being open). Not all circuits that contain

F-nodes are strays-insensitive, but there certainly are strays

insensitive switched capacitor filters that contain F-nodes.

For that reason, F-nodes are added, resulting in the so called exten

ded Hasler restrictions. Afterwards each topology with F-nodes should

be examined with concern to strays insensitivity.
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APPENDIX 2: CALCULATION OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION

The SFG of Figure 4 can slightly be simplified. The result of this is

depicted in Figure a1.

Figure al: The simplified signal flow graph.

Using Mason's gain rule, the path gains are (see also Figure 42):

-1 ( 1 )PI - - (C
1

+ Cs(1 - z )
-1

(1 - z ) C
13
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Figure a2: The path gains.
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The loop gains are (see also Figure 83):

L
1

L
2

L
3

L
4

Ls

L
6

(c
7
+ C - Z-lC11) ( - 1 )

11 (1_z-1)C
13

(c + C - Z-1c12) ( - 1 )
a 12 (1-z-1)C

13
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Figure a3: The loop gains.
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Now the path and loop gains are known, the determinant and the cofac

tors can be determined:

t:. - 1-L
1 2

t:. - 1-L
2 4

t:. - 1
3

t:. - 1
4

(all)

(a12)

(a13)

(a14)

(a15)

Finally, the transfer function is obtained by substituting the

equations (a1) to (a4) and (all) to (a15) into equation (a16).

4

L P t:.
1 1

(a16)
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Writing out this equation, one can obtain the form of (a17):

-A z3 + B z2 - C Z + D

E z3 - F z2 + G z - H
(al7)

with:

B - (C
1

+ Cs ) (C
e

+ 2C
12

+ C
13

) +

C
3

(C
g

+ C
13

) + Cs (C
e

+ C
12

+ C
13

)

(a18)

(a19)

C - C (C + 2C + C ) + C (C + C ) + C (C + C) (a20)s e 12 13 3 8 13 12 1 S

D - C C
S 12

and:

E - C (C + C + C + C + C ) +
13 , e 11 12 13

(C, + C
11

) (C
e

+ C
12

)

H - C C
11 12
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Equation (a17) can be simplified by dividing both the numerator and

denumerator by a factor (z - 1). This results in the form of equation

(a26):

with:

-a ZZ + b z
2e z - f z

- c

+ g
(a26)

a - A - (C + C ) (C + C + C )
1 S e lZ 13

b - - A + B - C C + C (C + C ) +
1 lZ 3 9 13

C
s

(C
e

+ 2C
1Z

+ C
13

)

c - A - B + C - D - Cs C
1Z

and:

(a27)

(a28)

(a29)

e - E - C
13

(C
7

+ Ce + C
11

+ C
1Z

+ C
13

) +

(C
7

+ C ) (C + C )
11 e 12

(a30)

f - - E + F - C
7

C
1Z

+ C
g

C
10

+ C
11

(Ce + 2C
12

) +

C
13

(Cft + C + C + C + C )
• 10 11 12 13

(a31)

g - E - F + G - H - C C
11 12
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APPENDIX 3: EXPLANATION OF THE TOPOLOGY SELECTION

There are thirteen capacitors in the circuit of Figure 3 so at first

instance there are 213 possibilities for the circuit topology. In [11]

a circuit is given that realizes the desired transfer function (equa

tion (1) of section 3.4). This circuit employs three capacitors and

requires a total capacitance of 51
/ pF (assuming a value of 1 pF for

3

the smallest capacitor, as further explained in section 4.2).

The topology is subject to the following constraints:

It is required that C is always present. For this reason 2
u

possi-
13

bi1ities can be discarded, leaving a number of 212 possibilities left.

One of the reasons to look for circuits that are possibly better than

the (second) circuit of [11] is the required chip area. Therefore it

is absurd to consider circuits with seven or more capacitors: by assu

ming 1 pF for the smallest capacitor, the total capacitance for these

circuits is always at least 7 pF (but usually a lot more because most

of the capacitors will have a value larger than 1 pF).

In addition it is also required that there is always at least one

capacitor present in the input-part of the 100pfi1ter (so now only

circuits with at least two and not more than six capacitors are

allowed). The total number of possibilities now becomes:

12 + 66 + 220 + 495 + 792 1585 (a33)

The desired transfer function (see equation (1) in section 3.4) has a

pole at z - 1. Because of this, the feedback path across the opamp may

contain no damping. This means that the branches containing C , C , C
789
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and C
10

have to be rejected: they introduce damping (shifting the pole

inside the unit circle).

Furthermore, the presence of C and/or C is required; otherwise the
1 3

pole for z - I would be canceled by the zero for z - I that is

introduced by the branch containing C . If C isn't present, C or C
5 5 1 3

should still be present; this in order to provide a valid input

circuit.

There are also a lot circuit topologies that can be discarded because

they contain redundant capacitors (as for instance C and C ; this
2 4

because the transfer from clock phase I to clock phase I is the

transfer that will be used).

Equation (a26) represents a second order transfer function and the

desired transfer is a first order transfer function. Because certain

topologies don't reduce (a26) to a first order transfer, another

number of topologies can be rejected (for instance the circuit with

C , C , C ,C and C ).
3 5 11 12 13

Another reason for which certain topologies aren't suited are the

coefficients. Consider for instance the circuit that consists of C ,
3

C ,C and C and determine the transfer function. This will result
5 11 13

in the following equation for the coefficient a:

a (C + C ) / C
3 5 5

(a34)

so for this topology it isn't possible to realize the required value

of 0.25 for a.

Because of all these requirements, many topologies can be rejected. Of

the remaining circuits, four are chosen, It has to be noted that there

are more circuits that have passed the selection till so far, but they

are passed in first instance; this in favor of less complex circuits.
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The selected topologies:

SCF #2: Co' C
5

& C
13

Co is an unswitched capacitor. This topology is obtained from

SCF #1 by adding the redundant capacitors C
2

, C
3

and C
4

(all

three having a value equal to C ). The combination formed by
1

C ,C C and C can be replaced by one single capacitor Co.
123 4

The result of this is that SCF #2 requires one switch less

than SCF #1.

SCF #4: C C & C
l' 12 13
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APPENDIX 4: SWITCAP-PC OUTPUT LISTINGS

SCF *1:

****** PC-SWITCAP 5.00 (10-28-87) ******** May 25 1989 10:26:38 ******

Input Listing

***********************************************••••••********••••••***

TITLE: SWITCHED CAPACITOR LOOPFIlTER #1;

1* SC-FIlTER WITH ONE POLE AND ONE ZERO

1* NON IDEAL OPAMP:

1* - FINITE OPEN LOOP GAIN:

1* AO - 1E3

1* - FINITE BANDWIDTH:

1* UGBW - 2 MHZ

1* - DUTY-CYCLE OF THE CLOCK:

1* DCl - 50 ,

TIMING;

PERIOD 3.125E-7;

1* 64 KHZ)CLOCK-FREQUENCY

CLOCK PHIl 50 (0 25);

CLOCK PHI2 50 (25 50);

CLOCK RQ 5/2 (0 5/4);

CLOCK DUMMY 1 (0 1/2);

END;
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SUBCKT (1 2 3 4) OPAMP (P:AO P:CAPEQ P:CAPP);

/* <1> [+]-NODE OF THE CONTROLLED BRANCH */
/* <2> [-] -NODE OF THE CONTROLLED BRANCH */
/* <3> [+]-NODE OF THE CONTROLLING BRANCH */
/* <4> [-] -NODE OF THE CONTROLLING BRANCH */

E1 (5 0 3 4) 1;

E2 (1 2 8 0) AO;

SlA (5 6) RQ;

SlB (8 6) #RQ;

S2A (8 7) RQ;

S2B (5 7) #RQ;

CEQ (6 7) CAPEQ;

CP (8 0) CAPP;

END;

CIRCUIT;

Sl (l 4) PHIl;

S2 (1 5) PHIl;

S3 (2 6) PHIl;

S4 (5 0) #PHIl;

S5 (6 0) #PHIl;

C1 (4 2) 1.000;

C2 (5 6) 3.000;

C3 (2 3) 1.333;

Xl (3 0 0 2) OPAMP (lE3 2.454E-3 1);

/* SUBCIRCUIT ARGUMENTS:

/* 1ST ARGUMENT AO

/* 2ND ARGUMENT CEQ (IN PF)

/* 3RD ARGUMENT CP (IN PF)
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VIN (1 0);

VH (7 0);

S6 (7 8) PHIl;

S7 (8 0) #PHI1;

C4 (8 0) 1. 000 ;

/* INPUTSIGNAL

/* OUTPUTSIGNAL

END;

V(l)

V(3)

*/
*/

ANALYZE TRAN;

TIKE 0+ 400 5;

SET VIN PWL 0 0 1.35E-5 0 1.4E-5 1 2.5E-5 1 2.55E-5 0

1.5625E-4 0;

SET VH PWL 0 0 3.125E-7 5 1.5625E-4 5;

PLOT GRID V(8) V(3) NUMBER V(l) NUMBER;

END;

END;
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****** PC-SWITCAP 5.00 (10-28-87) ******** May 25 1989 10:26:38 ******

SWITCHED CAPACITOR LOOPFILTER #1

Transient Analysis

*******1**1***********************************************************

(%): v(l) input pulse
-.250 .000 .250 .500 .750 1.000 1.250
1---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1

(X): v(3) output signsl
-4.000 -3.000 -2.000 -1.000 .000 1.000
1-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------1

time (*): v(8) clock ~1

10**-06 -2.000 .000 2.000 4.000 6.000
.OO+I---------%(.OOO)-------------+--------------+--X(.000)-----

1.56+1
3.13+1
4.69+1
6.25+/
7.81+
9.38+

10.94+
12.50+
14.06+
15.63+
17.19+
18.75+
20.31+
21.88+
23.44+
25.00+
26.56+
28.13+
29.69+
31.25+1
32.81+1
34.38+1
35.94+1
37.50+1
39.06+1
40.63+1
42.19+1
43.75+1
45.31+1
46.88+1
48.44+1
50.00+1

%(.000)
%(.000)
%(.000)
'( .000)
'(.000)
%(.000)
%( .000)
%( .000)

* ( -1. 139)X
(-2.983)X
(-2.989)X
(-2.989)X
(-2.989)X
(-2.989)X *
(-2.989)X *
(.000)% X(-2.989)

· (.000)% X(-2.989) ....
(.000)% X(-2.989)
(.000)% .X(-2.701)
(.000)% X(-2.236).
(.000)% X(-2.235).
(.000)% X(-2.235).

· (.000)% .X(-2.235).
(.000)% * X(-2.235).
(.000)% * X(-2.235).
(.000)% * X(-2.235).
(.000)% * X(-2.235).
(.000)% * X(-2.235).

· (.000)% . .X(-2.233).
(.000)% X(-2.230).
(.000)% X(-2.230).
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X(.OOO)
X(.OOO)
X(.OOO)
X( .000)
X( .000)
X(.OOO)
X(.OOO)
X(.OOO)

(.OOO)X %(1.000)
%(1.000)
%(1. 000)
'(1.000) .
%(1.000)
'(1.000)
%(1. 000)
%(1.000)

*
*
*
*.*.

.*.
*
*



*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*

.*.
*
*

51.56+1 (.000)\ X(-2.230).
53.13+1 (.000)\ X(-2.230).
54.69+1 (.000)\ * X(-2.230).
56.25+1 (.000)\ .* X(-2.230) .
57.81+1 (.000)\ * X(-2.230).
59.38+1 (.000)\ * X(-2.230).
60.94+1 (.000)\ * X(-2.230).
62.50+1 (.000)' X(-2.228).
64.06+1 (.000)\ X(-2.225).
65.63+1 . (.000)\ ..X(-2.225) .
67.19+1 (.000)\ X(-2.225).
68.75+1 (.000)\ X(-2.225).
70.31+1 (.000)\ * X(-2.225).
71.88+1 (.000)\ * X(-2.225).
73.44+1 (.000)\ * X(-2.225).
75.00+1 (.000)\ .*. .X(-2.225) .
76.56+1 (.000)\ * X(-2.225).
78.13+1 (.000)\ X(-2.223).
79.69+J (.000)\ X(-2.220).
81.25+1 (.000)\ X(-2.220).
82.81+1 (.000)\ X(-2.220).
84.38+1 (.000)\ .X(-2.220) .
85.94+ (.000)\ * X(-2.220).
87.50+ (.000)\ * X(-2.220).
89.06+ (.000)\ * X(-2.220).
90.63+ (.000)\ * X(-2.220).
92.19+ (.000)\ * X(-2.220).
93.75+ (.000)\ .X(-2.218) .
95.31+ (.000)\ X(-2.215).
96.88+ (.000)\ X(-2.215).
98.44+ (.000)\ X(-2.215).

100.00+ (.000)\ X(-2.215).
101.56+ (.000)\ * X(-2.215).
103.13+ (.000)\ .*. .X(-2.215) .
104.69+ (.000)\ * X(-2.215).
106.25+ (.000)\ * X(-2.215).
107.81+ (.000)\ * X(-2.215).
109.38+1 (.000)\ X(-2.213).
110.94+1 (.000)\ X(-2.210).
112.50+1 (.000)\ ..X(-2.210) .
114.06+1 (.000)\ X(-2.210).
115.63+1 (.000)\ X(-2.210).
117.19+1 (.000)\ * X(-2.210).
118.75+1 (.000)\ * X(-2.210).
120.31+1 (.000)\ * X(-2.210).
121.88+1 . (.000)\ ..* X(-2.210) .
123.44+1 (.000)\ * X(-2.210).
125.00+1---(·000)\----+------X(-2.208)--------------+- •.....*..... -

10**-06 -2.000 .000 2.000 4.000 6.000
time (*): v(8) clock .1

*PC·SWITCAP: end of run
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****** PC-SWITCAP 5.00 (10-28-87) ******** May 25 1989 11:17:28 ******

Input Listing

**********************************************************************

TITLE: SWITCHED CAPACITOR LOOPFILTER #3;

1* SC-FILTER WITH ONE POLE AND ONE ZERO *1

1* NON IDEAL OPAMP: *1
1* - FINITE OPEN LOOP GAIN: *1

1* AO - 1E3 *1
1* - FINITE BANDWIDTH: *1

1* UGBW - 2 MHZ *1
1* - DUTY-CYCLE OF THE CLOCK: *1

1* DCL - 50 , *1

TIMING;

PERIOD 3.125E-7;

1* 64 KHZ CLOCK-FREQUENCY *1
CLOCK PHIl 50 (0 25);

CLOCK PHI2 50 (25 50);

CLOCK RQ 5/2 (0 5/4);

CLOCK DUMMY 1 (0 1/2);

END;

SUBCKT (1 2 3 4) OPAMP (P:AO P:CAPEQ P:CAPP);

1* <1> [+]-NODE OF THE CONTROLLED BRANCH *1

1* <2> [-]-NODE OF THE CONTROLLED BRANCH *1
1* <3> [+] -NODE OF THE CONTROLLING BRANCH *1
1* <4> [-] -NODE OF THE CONTROLLING BRANCH *1
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E1 (5 0 3 4) 1;

E2 (1 2 8 0) AO;

5lA (5 6) RQ;

51B (8 6) #RQ;

52A (8 7) RQ;

52B (5 7) #RQ;

CEQ (6 7) CAPEQ;

CP (8 0) CAPP;

END·I

CIRCUIT;

51 (1 4) PHIl;

52 (2 5) #PHIl;

53 (4 0) #PHI1;

54 (5 0) PHIl;

55 (1 6) PHIl;

56 (2 7) PHIl;

57 (6 0) #PHI1;

58 (7 0) #PHI1;

C1 (4 5) 1.000;

C2 (6 7) 4.000;

C3 (2 3) 1.333;

Xl (3 0 0 2) OPAMP (lE3 2.454E-3 1);

/* 5UBCIRCUIT ARGUMENT5:

/* IE ARGUMENT AO

/* 2E ARGUMENT CEQ (IN PF)

/* 3E ARGUMENT CP (IN PF)
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VIN (1 0);

VH (8 0);

S6 (8 9) PHIl;

S7 (9 0) #PHll;

C4 (9 0) 1.000;

/* INPUTSIGNAL : V(l)

/* OUTPUTSIGNAL V(3)

END;

*/
*/

ANALYZE TRAN;

TIME 0+ 400 5;

SET VIN PWL 0 0 1.35E-5 0 1.4E-5 1 2.5E-5 1 2.55E-5 0

1.5625E-4 0;

SET VH PWL 0 0 3.125E-7 5 1.5625E-4 5;

PLOT GRID V(9) V(3) NUMBER V(l) NUMBER;

END;

END·•
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****** PC-SWITCAP 5.00 (10-28-87) ******** May 25 1989 11:17:28 ******

SWITCHED CAPACITOR LOOPFILTER #3

Transient Analysis

**********************************************************************

('): v(l) 1nput pulse
-.250 .000 .250 .500 .750 1.000 1.250
1---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1

(X): v(3) output slgnsl
-4.000 -3.000 -2.000 -1.000 .000 1.000
1-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------1

time (*): v(9) clock ~1

10**-06 -2.000 .000 2.000 4.000 6.000
.OO+I---------,(.OOO)-------------+--------------+--X(.000)-----

1.56+/ '(.000) X( .000)
3.13+1 '( .000) X( .000)
4.69+/ '(.000) X( .000)
6.25+1 '(.000) X(.OOO)
7.81+1 '( .000) . X(.OOO)
9.38+1 . . . . '(.000) . . . · . . · · · X(.OOO)

10.94+1 '(.000) X( .000)
12.50+1 '(.000) X(.OOO)
14.06+1 * (.OOO)X '(1.000)
15.63+1 ( -1.139)X '(1. 000)
17.19+1 (-2.983)X '(1.000)
18.75+1 (-2.989)X . . . · · · · · '(1.000) .
20.31+/ (-2.989)X '(1. 000)
21.88+1 (-2.989)X '(1.000)
23.44+/ (-2.550)X '(1.000)
25.00+/ (-2.238)X '(1.000)
26.56+/ (.000)' (-2.238)X
28.13+1 (.000) , .(-2.238)X. · · · · ·29.69+1 (.000)% (-2.238)X
31.25+1 (.000)' (-2.235)X *
32.81+/ (.000)' (-2.231)X *
34.38+1 ( .000)' (-2.231)X *
35.94+1 (.000)' (-2.231)X *
37.50+1 . (.000)' .(-2.231)X. · . · · · · •* .
39.06+1 (.000)' (-2.230)X
40.63+/ (.000)' (-2.229)X
42.19+/ (.000)' (-2.229)X
43.75+1 (.000)' (-2.229)X
45.31+1 (.000)' (-2.229)X
46.88+1 (.000)' .(-2.227)X. · . . . · . · · · · •*.
48.44+/ (.000)' (-2.223)X *
50.00+1 ( .000)' (-2.223)X *
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*
*

*
*

*
*

.*.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
.*.

51.56+1 (.000)' (-2.223)X
53.13+1 (.000)' (-2.223)X
54.69+1 (.000)' (-2.222)X
56.25+1 (.000)' .(-2.221)X.
57.81+1 (.000)' (-2.221)X
59.38+1 (.000)' (-2.221)X
60.94+1 (.000)' (-2.221)X
62.50+1 (.000)' (-2.218)X
64.06+1 (.000)' (-2.214)X
65.63+1 (.000)' .(-2.214)X.
67.19+1 (.000)' (-2.214)X
68.75+1 (.000)' (-2.214)X
70.31+1 (.000)' (-2.213)X
71.88+1 (.000)' (-2.213)X
73.44+1 (.000)' (-2.213)X
75.00+1 (.000)' .(-2.213)X.
76.56+1 (.000)' (-2.213)X
78.13+1 (.000)' (-2.210)X
79.69+1 (.000)' (-2.206)X
81.25+1 (.000)' (-2.206)X
82.81+1 (.000)' (-2.206)X
84.38+1 (.000)'. (-2.206)X
85.94+1 (.000)' (-2.205)X
87.50+1 (.000)' (-2.204)X
89.06+1 (.000)' (-2.204)X
90.63+1 (.000)' (-2.204)X
92.19+1 (.000)' (-2.204)X
93.75+1 (.000)' (-2.202)X
95.31+1 (.000)' (-2.198)X
96.88+1 (.000)' (-2.198)X
98.44+ (.000)' (-2.198)X

100.00+ (.000)' (-2.198)X
101.56+ (.000)' (-2.197)X
103.13+ . (.000)' . (-2.196)X
104.69+ (.000)' (-2.196)X
106.25+ (.000)' (-2.196)X
107.81+ (.000)' (-2.196)X
109.38+ (.000)' (-2.194)X
110.94+ (.000)' (-2.190)X
112.50+ (.000)' (-2.190)X .
114.06+ (.000)' (-2.190)X
115.63+ (.000)' (-2.190)X
117.19+ (.000)' (-2.189)X
118.75+ (.000)' (-2.188)X
120.31+ (.000)' (-2.188)X
121.88+ • (.000)' (-2.188)X
123.44+ (.000)' (-2.188)X .
125.00+1---(.000)'---(-2.185)X-------+--------------+-------*------

10**-06 -2.000 .000 2.000 4.000 6.000
time (*): v(9) clock .1

*PC-SYITCAP: end of run
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APPENDIX 5: SWITCAP RISE TIME DETERMINATION

****** PC-SWITCAP 5.00 (10-28-87) ********* Kay 25 1989 15:50:05 *****

SWITCHED CAPACITOR LOOPFILTER #1

Transient Analysis

**************************************************~~**AA*A************

('): v(l) input signal
-.250 .000 .250 .500 .750 1.000 1.250
1---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1

(X): v(3) output signal
-6.000 -4.000 -2.000 .000 2.000
1--------------+--------------+--------------+--------------1

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

.* .
*
*
*
*

, *, *
. , *, *,,,

X( -2.989)
X(-2.989)

.X(-2.989).
X( -2.989)
X( -2.989)
X(-2.989)
X(-2.989)

. X( -1. 539)
X( -2 .112)

X(-2.459)
X(-2.668)

X(-2.795)
.X(-2.872).
X(-2.918)
X(-2.946)
X(-2.963)
X(-2.973)
X(-2.979)

.X(-2.983) .
X(-2.985)
X(-2.987)
X(-2.988)
X(-2.988)
X(-2.988)

.X(-2.989) .
X( -2.989)
X( -2.989)
X( -2.989)
X( -2.989)

*
*
*

Reaching the' -->
. final .value ...

7.188+1
7.344+1
7.500+1
7.656+1
7.813+1
7.969+1
8.125+1

time (*): v(8) clock ~1

10**-06 -2.000 .000 2.000 4.000 6.000
.OOO+I---------,----*--------------+--------------X(.O00)--------
.156+1
.313+1
.469+1
.625+1
.781+1
.938+1

1.094+
1.250+
1.406+
1.563+
1. 719+
1. 875+
2.031+
2.188+
2.344+
2.500+
2.656+
2.813+
2.969+
3.125+
3.281+
3.438+
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APPENDIX 6: PSPICE LISTINGS (OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER)

In this appendix several PSPICE-output plots are given. They concern

the latest version of the operational amplifier.

The figures on the next page concern the AC-analysis of the opamp. The

first figure depicts the amplitude characteristic and the second figu

re the phase characteristic. The node numbering is not according to

Figure 17 of section 5.1. The numbering that is used here is based

upon the original numbering of the original opamp (because several

changes have been made since then, the numbering may seem a bit unlo

gical); the numbering of Figure 17 (and 16) 1s the one from the (auto

matically generated) numbering of the layout circuit extractor (more

about that in section 7.2). However, V(35) is the output signal and

V(ll) the input (inverting input of the opamp; this is reason that in

the second figure the phase of V(35) (VP(35» minus 180 degrees is

plotted and not just VP(35).

The page after that gives the DC-characteristic. Of course the 2 pF

load is of no concern here. V(35) is the output and V4 is the input

(non-inverting input; the inverting input connected to ground).

The latest three pages of this appendix are the transient plots. The

first of them gives the transient response over 16 ~s and the last two

are details of the first one. The opamp is connected as an inverting

amplifier (the usual topology with two resistors (of 100 kO». V(35)

is the output and V(80) is the input voltage.
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SCFILTER #1 with 'PASSIVE' LOAD (2 PF)
Date/Time run: 06/13/89 15: 23: 55 Temperature: 27.0
4.0V+--------;---------+---------r--------~--------+--------~--------+--------_+

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I.... +2. OV + . . . .

O.OV t
I
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I
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I
I
I
I......... t
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I I
I I

-4.0V+--------;---------+---------r--------~-------_+--------~--------+_-------_+

-2.0mV -1 .5mV -1 .0mV -0. 5mV 0.0mV 0.5mV 1.0mV 1.5mV 2. OmV
a V (35)

V4



SCFILTER #1 with 'PASSIVE' LOAD (2 PF)
Date/Time run: 06/13/89 15:35: 43 Temperature: 27.0
2.50V+--------~--------+--------~--------+--------~--------+--------~--------+I • • . • . • • I

--\.

I

I

. . . I

~

•

I
I• I. .~• • I. I • I
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I
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I
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I
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I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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SCFILTER #1 with 'PASSIVE' LOAD (2 PF)
Date/Time run: 06/13/89 15:35: 43 Temperature: 27.0
2.50V+--------------+--------------+--------------~-------------~--------------+
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I I
I . • . • I
I ~ I
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SCFILTER #1 with 'PASSIVE' LOAD (2 PF)
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APPENDIX 7: CLIPPING BEHAVIOUR Of THE OPAMP

Input signal : V(12)

Output signal : V(35)
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Date/Time run: 06/13/89 16:02: 45
CLIPPING

Temperature: 27.0

-0.70 t--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--,
I I
I I
I • . . • . . . • I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I

I I
I I

-1.10+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--~
a V(35) /V (12)

5.00Vt--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+---t
I . I

: f\ 1\ 1\ f\ IV f\ 1\ ." " ". " f\ I\ f\ r" f\ f1 f\ fl rl 11:I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I • ... ... v V V V V V V V V V VI

-5.00V+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--+
450ms 455ms 460ms 465ms 470ms 475ms 480ms 485ms 490ms

a V (12)

I
I
I
I
I

I - - • - • " v v " V V V \I V V I

-5.00V+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--+
a V (35)

5.00Vt--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+---t

~ A fY 1\ 1\ 1\ A A· AAI\ AA· AA·A AAA A·A i
I

Time



APPENDIX 8: MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS Of THE OPAMP

This appendix contains the results of the Monte Carlo analysis (sensi

tivity of the opamp performance for the capacitor deviations).

The next page shows 100 AC-simulations.

The last two pages of this appendix are details of the transient ana

lysis (20 runs), comparable to the two last figures of Appendix 7.

The numbering of the nodes is the same as in the previous appendix.
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APPENDIX 9: PSPICE LISTING SWITCHED CAPACITOR FILTER

SCFILTER #50 with 'ACTIVE' LOAD

*
* 22/02/1989

*
**********************************************************************

* SYITCHED CAPACITOR FILTER < @ 50 > *
**********************************************************************
* *
* ---> OPAMP *
* Specifications (2 pF load): *
* - A 2631 *

0

* - UGBY 5.9 MHz *
* - fase margin 68' (k - 1) *
* - slew rate 12 V/uS *
* *
* Connections: *
* Positive supply voltage 99 *
* - Negative supply voltage 98 *
* - Inverting input 11 *
* - Non-inverting input 10 *
* - Output 35 *
* *
* ---> FILTER *
* Connections: *
* - Inputs 100 & 300 *
* - Output 3S *
* - Clock signals (PHIl & PHI2) 80 & 81 *
* - Ground 0 *
* *
*********************************************************~~*~*********

*
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**********************************************************************
* *
* ---> ACTIVE LOAD *
* Connections: *
* - DAC - output 202 *
* - Comp(arator) input - 203 *
* Comp(arator) input + 204 *
* - Out 205 *
* - NOut 206 *
* - Sign 207 *
* - NSign 208 *
* - PHI-COMP-reset 212 *
* - PHI-COMP-in 213 *
* - PHI-mark 216 *
* *
**********************************************************************
*
*

*--------- SUBCIRCUITS ----------------

*
*
*
*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. CHANGE CEIA. .

*
*
** X<NAME> <IN-l><IN-2><OUT-l><OUT-2><SIGN> <NSIGN><VSS> CHANGECEIA.

*
.SUBCRT CHANGECEIA. 2 3 4 5 6 7

HI 1 6 3 7 ENH W- 6U L- 6U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

H2 1 5 4 7 ENH W- 6U L- 6U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

H3 2 5 3 7 ENH W- 6U L- 6U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

H4 2 6 4 7 ENH W- 6U L- 6U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U
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RDUMMY1 1 0 1T

RDUMMY2 2 0 1T

RDUMMY3 3 0 1T

RDUMMY4 4 0 1T

.ENDS liISSELCEL

*
*
*
* COMPARATOR-INPUT LOAD •••••••••••••••••••••••••

*
*
*** X<NAME> <IN-1> <IN-2> <PHI-RES><PHI-IN> <OUT> <NOUT><VSS> COMPIN

*
.SUBCKT COMPIN 1

M5 0 4 0 8 ENH li-

M6 0 5 0 8 ENH li-

M8 1 3 4 8 ENH li-

M9 2 3 5 8 ENH li-

M10 4 6 0 8 ENH li

M11 5 6 0 8 ENH li

MCFfC1 1 6 1 8 ENH li

MCFfC2 2 6 2 8 ENH li

. ENDS COMPIN

2 6 3 4 5 8

6U L- 6U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

6U L- 6U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

6U L- 6U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

6U L- 6U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

6U L- 6U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

6U L- 6U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

6U L- 6U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

6U L- 6U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

*
*
*,-----------------------------
*
*
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.t*--------------------- FILTERCIRCUIT --- (1 input circuitry) -------

*
C1 101 11 1.00PF

C1L 101 0 0.10PF

C1R 11 0 O.OlPF

C2 102 103 3.00PF

C2L 102 0 0.30PF

C2R 103 0 0.03PF

C3 11 35 1.33PF

C3L 11 0 13.3FF

C3R 35 0 133FF

*
K70 100 80 101 98 ENH y- 6U L- 6U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

K71 100 80 102 98 ENH y- 6U L- 6U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

K72 102 81 0 98 ENH Y- 6U L- 6U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

K73 103 81 0 98 ENH Y- 6U L- 6U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

K74 103 80 11 98 ENH Y- 6U L- 6U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

*
*

Dd .*--------------------- FILTERCIRCUIT --- (2 input circuitry) -------

*
C301 301 11 1.00PF

C301L 301 0 0.10PF

C301R 11 0 O.OlPF

C302 302 103 3.00PF

C302L 302 0 0.30PF

C302R 103 0 0.03PF

*
K370 300 80 301 98 ENH Y- 6U L- 6U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

K371 300 80 302 98 ENH Y- 6U L- 6U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

K372 302 81 0 98 ENH Y- 6U L- 6U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

*
*
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*--------------------- INPUT STAGE (OPAMP) ---------------------------
*
* < D G S B >
M1 3 10 5 98 ENH y- 30U 1.

M2 4 11 5 98 ENH y- 30U 1.

M3 1 5 3 98 DEP y- 12U 1.

M4 99 11 4 98 DEP y- 6U 1.

M6 99 1 1 98 DEP y- 12U 1.

M11 5 30 98 98 ENH Y-27. 5U 1.-

*
*

6U AD- 360P AS- 360P PD- 84U PS- 84U

6U AD- 360P AS- 360P PD- 84U PS- 84U

6U AD- 144P AS- 144P PD- 48U PS- 48U

12U AD- 72P AS- 72P PD- 36U PS- 36U

29U AD- 144P AS- 144P PD- 48U PS- 48U

IOU AD- 330P AS- 330P PD- 79U PS- 79U

*--------------------- LEVELSHIFTER (OPAMP) --------------------------

*
M12 32 30 98 98 ENH Y

M21 99 1 37 98 ENH Y

M22 37 37 32 98 ENH Y-

*

*

20U 1.- IOU AD- 240P AS- 240P PD- 64U PS- 64U

6U 1.-17.8U AD- 72P AS- 72P PD- 36U PS- 36U

6U 1.- 16U AD- 72P AS- 72P PD- 36U PS- 36U

*--------------------- GAIN STAGE (OPAMP) ---------------------------

*
M13 33 32 98 98 ENH Y

M14 34 98 33 98 DEP Y

MIS 99 33 33 98 DEP Y

M16 99 34 34 98 DEP Y-

*
*

SOu 1.

24U 1.

9U 1.

6U 1.-

6U AD- 600P AS- 600P PD-124U PS-124U

6U AD- 288P AS- 288P PD- 72U PS- 72U

19U AD- 108P AS- 108P PD- 42U PS- 42U

33U AD- 72P AS- 72P PD- 36U PS- 36U

*--------------------- OUTPUT STAGE & REMAINING PART (OPAMP) --------

*
M17 99 34 35 98 ENH Y

M18 35 98 98 98 DEP Y

M19 99 34 36 98 ENH Y

M20 36 98 98 98 DEP Y-

*

80U 1.

6U 1.

SOU 1.

6U 1.-

6U AD- 960P AS- 960P PD-184U PS-184U

IOU AD- 72P AS- 72P PD- 36U PS- 36U

6U AD- 600P AS- 600P PD-124U PS-124U

16U AD- 72P AS- 72P PD- 36U PS- 36U
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C4 1 36

C4L 1 0

C4R 36 0

C5 1 32

C5L 1 0

C5R 32 0

C6 34 0

C6L 34 0

*

1. 2E-12

1. 2E-13

1.2E-14

2.0E-13

2.0E-14

2.0E-15

3.0E-13

3.0E-15

K60 99 61 61 98 DEP w- 12U L

K62 99 61 62 98 ENH W- 6U L

K63 62 62 30 98 ENH W- 6U L

K64 30 30 98 98 ENH W- 20U L

K65 63 30 98 98 ENH W-14.4U L

K66 61 0 63 98 ENH W- 12U L-

*
*

29U AD- 144P AS- 144P PO- 48U PS- 48U

14U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

14U AD- 72P AS- 72P PO- 36U PS- 36U

lOU AD- 240P AS- 240P PO- 64U PS- 64U

lOU AD- 173P AS- 173P PO- 53U PS- 53U

6U AD- 144P AS- 144P PO- 48U PS- 48U

*--------------------- SUPPLY VOLTAGES (OPAKP) ----------------------

*
V1 99 0

V2 98 0

*
*

DC 5

DC -5

*--------------------- LOAD CIRCUITRY --------------------------------

*
Xl 35

X2 203

VDAC 202

RD1 216

*
*
*

202 203

204 212

o DC

o 1G

204 207 208 98

213 205 206 98

OV
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*--------------------- SIGNALS (LOOPFILTER) --------------------------

*
VIN1 100 0 PWL(O 0 .8E-6 0 .9E-6 .10 10.5E-6 0.10 10.6E-6 0 110E-6 0)

VIN2 300 0 DC 0

V7 10 0 DC 0

*
VCLK1 80 0 PULSE -5 5 1.0E-6 40E-9 40E-9 7.620E-6 15.6E-6

VCLK2 81 0 PULSE -5 5 8.9E-6 40E-9 40E-9 7.520E-6 15.6E-6

*
*
*--------------------- SIGNALS (ACTIVE LOAD) -------------------------

*
* VL VH TD TR TF TIl TP

* 4-PHASE-CLOCK

VPHI-RES 212 0 PULSE( 5V -5V 5220NS 30NS 30NS 250NS 500NS)

VPHI-IN 213 0 PULSE(-5V 5V 5250NS 30NS 30NS 190NS 500NS)

VMARK 216 0 PULSE(-5V 5V ONS 30NS 30NS 65NS 125NS)

*
* SIGN

VTEKEN

VNTEKEN

*
*

207 0 PULSE( 5V -5V 5095NS 30NS 30NS 250NS 16US)

208 0 PULSE(-5V 5V 5095NS 30NS 30NS 250NS 16US)
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*--------------------- NKOS-MODELPARAMETERS --------------------------

*
****** MODEL TUE 10-'88 ******
****** KP VARIABEL ******
****** GAMMA VARIABEL ******
****** LAMBDA VARIABEL ******

*
*---------------------------------------------------------------------
.MODEL DEP NMOS(LEVEL-2 VTo--2.5 PB-0.75 CGSo-370P CGDO-370P CGBo-395P

+RSH-20 XQC-0.4 CJ-80U MJ-0.5 CJSW-330P MJSW-0.25 JS-6.2U TOX-65N

+NSUB-l.66E15 XJ-1U LD-.5U WD-.5U Uo-600 UCRIT-65E3 UEXP-0.115

+VMAX-5E4 DELTA-l)

*---------------------------------------------------------------------
.MODEL ENH NKOS(LEVEL-2 VTo-O.55 PB-0.75 CGSo-370P CGDo-370P CGBo-395P

+RSH-20 XQe-0.4 CJ-80U MJ-0.5 CJSW-330P MJSW-0.25 JS-6.2U TOX-65N

+NSUB-9E14 XJ-1U LD-.5U WD-.5U Uo-680 UCRIT-65E3 UEXP-0.115

+VMAX-5E4 DELTA-l)

*---------------------------------------------------------------------
*
.IC V(61)-1.4 V(1)-1.4 V(ll)-O V(35)-0 V(lOl)-O V(102)-0 V(103)-0

+ V(301)-0 V(302)-0

.OP

.OPTIONS ITL5-0 RELTOL-O.OOOl

.TRAN/OP 5N 8U

.PROBE V(35) V(80) V(81) V(lOO) V(300) V(lO) V(ll) V(36)

. END
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APPENDIX 10: ACTIVE AND PASSIVE LOAD SIMULATIONS CPSPICE>

First two plots: Loopfilter with passive load.

Input

Output

V(lOO)

V(35)

Third and fourth plot: Loopfilter with active load.

Input not shown because of equipment limitations

Output V(8)
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SCFILTER 120
Date/Time run: 06/13/89 18:25: 05 Temperature: 27.0
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SCFILTER #20
Date/Time run: 06/13/89 18:25:05 Temperature: 27.0
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SCFILTER #70 with 'ACTIVE' LOAD
Date/Time run: 06/13/89 18:51:21 Temperature: 27.0
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APPENDIX 11: PSPICE STEP RESPONSES

PARI A (RELTOL - 0.001 <- default»:

< 1 > STEP SIZE : + 0.1 V

SAMPLE THEORETICAL SIMULATION SIMULATION

(uncorrected) (corrected)

value value value

I

delta

[ -] [Volts] [Volts] [Volts] [Volts]

1 - 0.300 - 0.3676 - 0.3002 0.2244
2 - 0.525 - 0.6019 - 0.5246 0.2245
3 - 0.750 - 0.8361 - 0.7491 0.2272
4 - 0.975 - 1.073 - 0.9763 0.2227
5 - 1.20 - 1. 306 - 1.199 0.222
6 - 1.425 - 1. 539 - 1.421 0.223
7 - 1.65 - 1. 772 - 1.644
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<2 > STEP SIZE . + 0.01 V.

SAMPLE THEORETICAL SIMUlATION SIMUlATION

(uncorrected) (corrected)

value value value delta

[ -] [Volts] [Volts] [Volts] [Volts]

1 - .0300 - 0.0974 - .0300 .0215
2 - .0525 - 0.1288 - .05154 .02219
3 - .0750 - 0.1607 - .07373 .01998
4 - .0975 - 0.1904 - .09371 .02139
5 - .120 - 0.2224 - .1151 .0215
6 - .1425 - 0.2545 - .1366 .0221
7 - .165 - 0.2863 - .1587

<3 > STEP SIZE : + 0.001 V

SAMPLE THEORETICAL SIMUlATION SIMUlATION

(uncorrected) (corrected)

value value value delta

[ -] [mV] [mV] [mV] [mV]

1 - 3.0 - 70.4 - 2.99 2.45
2 - 5.25 - 82.7 - 5.44 2.29
3 - 7.50 - 94.7 - 7.73 2.28
4 - 9.75 - 106.7 - 10.01 ! 1.19
5 - 12.0 - 118.5 - 11.2 0.9
6 - 14.25 - 130.0 - 12.1 2.1
7 - 16.5 - 141.8 - 14.2
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PAR:r B (RELTOL - 0.0001):

< 4 > STEP SIZE : + 0.1 V

SAMPLE THEORETICAL SIMULATION SIMULATION

(uncorrected) (corrected)

value value value delta

[ -] [Volts] [Volts] [Volts] [Volts]

1 - 0.300 - 0.3677 - 0.3002 0.2245
2 - 0.525 - 0.6004 - 0.5247 0.2249
3 - 0.750 - 0.8335 - 0.7496 0.2243
4 - 0.975 - 1. 066 - 0.9739 0.2241
5 - 1.20 - 1. 298 - 1.198 0.222
6 - 1.425 - 1. 529 - 1.420 0.224
7 - 1.65 - 1. 761 - 1.644
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<5 > STEP SIZE . + 0.01 V.

SAMPLE THEORETICAL SIMUlATION SIMULATION

(uncorrected) (corrected)

value value value i delta

[ -] [Volts] [Volts] [Volts] [Volts]

1 - .0300 - 0.0975 - .0300 .0224
2 - .0525 - 0.1281 - .0524 .0229
3 - .0750 - 0.1592 - .0753 .0227
4 - .0975 - 0.1901 - .0980 .0228
5 - .120 - 0.2213 - .1208 .0225
6 - .1425 - 0.2521 - .1433 .0225
7 - .165 - 0.2829 - .1658

<6 > STEP SIZE : + 0.001 V

SAMPLE THEORETICAL SIMUlATION SIMULATION

(uncorrected) (corrected)

value value value delta

[ -] [mV] [mV] [mV] [mV]

1 - 3.0 - 70.45 - 2.95 2.17
2 - 5.25 - 80.82 - 5.12 2.23
3 - 7.50 - 91.25 - 7.35 2.65
4 - 9.75 - 102.1 - 10.0 2.2
5 - 12.0 - 112.7 - 12.2 2.5
6 - 14.25 - 123.5 - 14.7 2.1
7 - 16.5 - 133.9 - 16.8
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APPENDIX 12: IMPULSE RESPONE DETAIL (PSPICE - SIMULATION)

The next page contains a detail of the impulse response of the loop

filter (V(8». It is also indicated when the ADC senses the output.
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SCFILTER #60 met 'ACTIEVE' BELASTING
Date/Time run: 04/27/89 14: 30:46 Temperature: 27.0
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APPENDIX 13: LAYOUrS

The figures on the next pages are plots of the layouts that are made.

The first plot depicts the operational amplifier (without bonding

pads). The second plot depicts the total loopfilter (including the

bonding pads).

Meaning of the colours:

OD +green : (n -diffusion)

red PS (polysilicon 1)

blue/green IN (aluminium)

yellow DI (depletion implant)

purple CS (contact to silicon)

black : CO (definition of IN and PS or OD contacts)

The second polysilicon layer has no separate colour.

In the opamp layout this layer is indicated by the green lines (the

capacitor top plates) and by the black lines in the plot of the total

loopfilter.
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APPENDIX 14: CIRCUIT EXTRACTION

SPICE BULK NODE- -19

NETWORK ampop
* NODE NR TERMINAL
*
*
*
*
* transistor, x,y-676,384, sq,pr-480,172
Ml 1 3 11 19 nenhs V-80U L- 6U
Cl 11 3 S.04F
* transistor, x,y-6S0,384, sq,pr-300,l12
M2 11 3 4 19 nenhs V-SOU L- 6U
* transistor, x,y-S72,499, sq,pr-96,44
113 7 7 6 19 nenhs V- 6U L-16U
* transistor, x,y-SS7,407, sq,pr-330,122
M4 8 6 2 19 nenhs V-SSU L- 6U
C2 2 6 14.70F
* transistor, x,y-S41,S29, sq,pr-l02,46
MS 11 5 7 19 nenhs V- 6U L-17U
* transistor, x,y-S27,420, sq,pr-84,40
M6 12 10 10 19 nenhs V- 6U L-14U
C3 2 10 2.S2F
* transistor. x,y-S23,474, sq,pr-200,60
M7 6 12 2 19 nenhs V-20U L-l0U
* transistor, x,y-S23,4S2, sq,pr-200,60
M8 2 12 12 19 nenhs V-20U L-l0U
C4 9 12 S.60F
* transistor, x,y-S1S,388, sq,pr-84,40
M9 10 15 11 19 nenhs V- 6U L-14U
* transistor, x,y-S04,S06, sq,pr-180,72
Ml0 13 9 17 19 nenhs V-30U L- 6U
* transistor, x,y-487,4S4, sq,pr-140,48
M11 2 12 14 19 nenhs V-14U L-l0U
* transistor, x,y-487,436, sq,pr-72,36
M12 14 9 15 19 nenhs V-12U L- 6U
* transistor, x,y-479,476, sq,pr-270,74
M13 17 12 2 19 nenhs V-27U L-l0U
* transistor, x,y-4SS,S02, sq,pr-180,72
M14 16 18 17 19 nenhs V-30U L- 6U
* depl_trans, x,y-676,484, sq,pr-60,32
MiS 2 2 1 19 deps V- 6U L-l0U
* depl_trans, x,y-6S1,S18, sq,pr-96,44
M16 2 2 4 19 deps V- 6U L-16U
* depl_trans, x,y-S73,421, sq,pr-144,60
M17 3 2 8 19 deps V-24U L- 6U
* depl_trans, x,y-S47,363, sq,pr-198,78
M18 3 3 11 19 deps V- 6U L-33U
* depl_trans, x,y-S4S,383, sq,pr-17l,S6
M19 8 8 11 19 deps V- 9U L-19U
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* depl_trans, x,y-504,522, sq,pr-72,36
H20 5 17 13 19 deps Y-12U L- 6U
* depl_trans, x,y-494,550, sq,pr-348,82
H21 11 5 5 19 deps Y-12U L-29U
C5 11 5 16.24F
* dep1_trans, x,y-487,388, sq,pr-348,82
H22 15 15 11 19 deps Y-12U L-29U
* dep1_trans, x,y-464,518, sq,pr-72,36
H23 11 18 16 19 deps Y- 6U L-12U
C6 2 5 14.07F
C7 9 12 1.40F
C8 2 9 3.36F
C9 2 10 2.24F
C10 2 10 2.24F
C11 2 12 6.16F
C12 9 12 5.53F
C13 2 15 1.12F
C14 11 9 4.20F
CIS 11 18 10.78F
C16 11 1 5.88F
C17 11 4 4.20F
C18 2 8 19.04F
C19 9 2 5.39F
C20 9 6 3.92F
C21 2 7 7.49F
C22 2 14 8.40F
C23 2 15 9.45F
C24 11 5 7.00F
C25 9 12 4.20F
C26 2 15 3.01F
C27 11 5 4.20F
C28 1 19 100.04F
C29 2 19 310.22F
C30 3 19 172.42F
C31 4 19 308.92F
C32 5 19 209.99F
C33 6 19 108.04F
C34 7 19 56.08F
C35 8 19 110.30F
C36 9 19 65.76F
C37 10 19 39.44F
C38 11 19 544.30F
C39 12 19 87.88F
C40 13 19 26.60F
C41 14 19 18.20F
C42 15 19 58.88F
C43 16 19 27.20F
C44 17 19 111.02F
C45 18 19 35.52F

.~D
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